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FOREWORD
Natural calamities that visited the Philippines in late 2013 shaped many of the
activities and projects carried out by the Philippines National Commission for UNESCO
(PH NatCom) in 2014. Some two weeks prior to the departure of the country's delegation
to the 37th Session of the UNESCO General Conference in Paris in November 2013, a
7.2 earthquake struck the Central Philippine provinces of Bohol and Samar. Owing to its
intensity and the heavy damage it wrought in the provinces (flattening centuries-old
churches, municipal buildings, hospitals and schools), the killer earthquake hugged
international headlines for some time. It was not too surprising therefore, that upon
reaching Paris, PH NatCom was contacted by the International Platform for Reducing
Earthquake Disaster (IPRED) Programme of UNESCO's Science Sector with an offer for a
collaborative work to undertake a post-earthquake assessment mission to Bohol. As
shown in this Annual Report, the post-earthquake assessment mission to Bohol that
sought to examine seismic movements and ground motion data as well as engineering
damages in the province were among the earliest activities that PH NatCom embarked
on in 2014.
Other than the IPRED Programme of the Science Sector, PH NatCom too, was
approached by the Foresight Section of UNESCO's Social and Human Sciences Sector
with an offer this time, to conduct a forum-workshop aimed at building the capacities of
urbanizing towns and cities to envision and plan for alternative futures that would make
their places safer and pleasant to live in, even as these battle climate-warming,
population, governance and socioeconomic problems. No sooner had we finished our
discussions with the Foresight Section on this proposed forum-workshop, when Typhoon
Haiyan, the strongest typhoon ever to hit land, lashed through Leyte and Samar, and
neighboring provinces in the Visayas. The massive destruction and loss of lives caused by
Haiyan in Leyte's Tacloban City and in Samar's major towns highlighted the value and
relevance of the forum-workshop then being proposed by the Foresight Section. Themed
“Resilient Cities, Brighter Futures,” this forum-workshop also materialized as a major PH
NatCom activity in 2014.
The interconnections between/among environmental and climate warming issues
and sustainable development are likewise seen in the other 2014 projects and activities
of PH NatCom. The Culture Committee, for instance, joined forces with Science and
Technology Committee to conduct a workshop on moving forward the Philippines'
nominations of candidate sites to the UNESCO World Heritage List and the UNESCO
Man and the Biosphere Reserves Network. Other than training workshop participants on
the writing and preparation of a nomination dossier, this workshop which took place in
Vigan in July 2014, focused on the showing of knowledge, experiences and strategies on
conserving and mitigating the effects of climate change on cultural/natural heritage sites
and biosphere reserves.
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On the education side, a summary of national accomplishments during the 20052014 Decade of Education for Sustainable Development and was prepared by the
Environmental Education and Information Division of the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR). These accomplishments described in greater detail in
this Annual Report include those contributed not only by the Environment Department but
by the country's Education Departments for basic education, higher education and
technical-vocational education, and by the Department of Science and Technology
(DOST). These multi-agency contributors are credited for raising Filipino consciousness
and understanding of environmental threats and sustainability issues, and mobilizing
policy-making and social action towards environmental conservation and the prudent
use of natural resources for human well-being.
The 2014 activities of the Communication and Information Committee did not focus
directly on the more visible environmental and economic dimensions of sustainable
development but on the more nuanced aspects of sustainability. The Committee
concerned itself with projects aimed at conserving or safeguarding memory/ies and
history/ies—including that of developing broadcasting in the Philippines, preserving the
country's music heritage, and archiving and digitizing the work of pioneer Filipino social
scientists. The Communication and Information Committee initiatives highlight the
importance of the transmission and use of yesterday's wisdom, knowledge and traditions
for continuity and sustainability, and for tomorrow's needs.
This 2014 Annual Report contains accounts of many more projects and activities that
kept PH NatCom most occupied during the year—particularly its Programme Officers,
Emmy Anne Yanga-Domingo, Freddie Blanco, Maria Victoria Punay, Rex Ubac Jr., and
Adriann Caldozo, who attended their respective Committee reports; and the late Jerome
Neyra who served very briefly as PH NatCom Deputy Executive Director (February to
September 2014) and PH NatCom Administrative Assistant Josefina Escueta who lent
the necessary support and assistance to the work of the Committees.

VIRGINIA A. MIRALAO, Ph.D.
Secretary-General

Science and Technology
Committee

Chairperson:
Vice Chairperson:

Dr. Reynaldo B. Vea, Mapua Institute of Technology
Mr. Jose Ma. Lorenzo P. Tan, World Wildlife Fund-Philippines

Members:

Sec. Ramon Jesus P. Paje, Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Sec. Mario G. Montero, Department of Science and Technology
Engr. Meneleo J. Carlos Jr., Philippine Foundation for Science and Technology
Ms. Antonia Yulo-Loyzaga, The Manila Observatory
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PH NatCom Partners with IPRED
for a Post-Earthquake Mission to Bohol

P

H NatCom's Science and Technology
Committee joined representatives of the
International Platform for Reducing Earthquake
Disaster (IPRED) Programme of UNESCO on
24-28 February 2014 to do a post-earthquake
assessment of Bohol which was hit by a killer 7.2
earthquake in October 2013. IPRED functions
as a “building disaster reduction network” with
members coming from among the world's most
earthquake-prone countries: Chile, Egypt,
Indonesia, Japan, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Peru,
Romania, and Turkey. IPRED's mission is to
share scientific knowledge and experience in
the field of seismology and earthquake
engineering for the purpose of raising public
understanding of earthquakes, preparing

communities to deal with earthquake disasters,
and building a culture of safety in high-risk
communities.
The IPRED team for the Bohol mission was
headed by Mr. Soichiro Yasukawa of UNESCO
Paris, and had for its members, Mr. Ruslanzhan
Sadyrov and Mr. Kanatbay Ryskulov of the
Institute of Seismology, Ministry of Education
and Sciences, Kazakhstan; Dr. Tomoya Matsui
of Toyohashi Institute of Technology, Japan; Dr.
Koichi Kusunoki of Tokyo University, Japan; and
Mr. Stephen Kelley, UNESCO Consultant for
built heritage. From the Philippine side, the
team experts included Dr. Reynaldo S. Vea, PH
NatCom–Science and Technology Committee

The mission team paid a courtesy call on Bohol Governor Edgardo M. Chatto (fourth from left). Also in the picture are: (L-R) Engr.
Bienvenido Cervantes (Mapúa Institute of Technology), Dr. Reynaldo S. Vea (Mapúa Institute of Technology and S&T Committee of
PH NatCom for UNESCO), Dr. Virginia A. Miralao (PH NatCom for UNESCO); Gov. Chatto; Mr. Soichiro Yasukawa (UNESCO,
Paris); Engr. Kanatbay Ryskulov [hidden] (Institute of Seismology, Kazakhstan); Engr. Ruslanzhan Sadyrov (Institute of Seismology,
Kazakhstan); and Prof. Koichi Kusunoki (National Yokohama University, Japan).
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Chair and President of Mapúa Institute of
Technology; Engineers Bienvenido Cervantes
and Eduardo Villamor of Mapúa's College of
Engineering; and Dr. Mario Aurelio of the
University of the Philippines' Institute of
Geological Sciences. PH NatCom SecretaryGeneral Virginia A. Miralao and Science and
Technology Committee Programme Officer, Mr.
Freddie Blanco, accompanied the team to
Bohol.
The team focused their
investigation and assessment on
selected structures (municipal
buildings, houses, churches,
schools and hospitals) damaged
in varying degrees by the
earthquake, as well as a few other
structures that sustained no or very
little damage. The team collected
ground motion data and various
other evidence on engineering
damages, and met with and
interviewed local officials and
professionals (engineers,
architects, town planners) at the
Provincial Governor's Office and
the Office of the Archdiocese of
Ta g b i l a r a n . A d d i t i o n a l
information on building codes and
standards and seismic trends were
likewise obtained from other
relevant sources as Philippines
Institute of Volcanology and
Seismology (PHIVOLCS),
Department of Public Works and
Highways (DPWH) and
Association of Structural Engineers
of the Philippines (ASEP).
The report of the mission is
nearing completion. Its findings

3

and recommendations center on Structural
Design, Material Standards and Quality
Control, and Site Selection and Zoning. The
report is expected to provide useful guidelines
for updating and upgrading the country's
building and zoning codes in light of new
seismic data, as well as a scientific
analysis/assessment of Bohol's October 2013
earthquake that may be used by Philippine
engineering schools and colleges.

Sagbayan Municipal Hall before (top) and after (below) the earthquake
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Damage at the base of one of the portico columns
of the Church of St. Anthony of Padua in Sikatuna
(photo courtesy of S. Kelley)

Damaged wall of a hospital in Loon

BEFORE
Church of Our Lady of Immaculate Conception

AFTER
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Revitalizing MAB-Philippines

F

ollowing earlier discussions on how to
transform or retool the National Committee
on Marine Sciences (NCMS) which had been
lodged at PH NatCom for over 50 years into a
more current and relevant body, efforts were
taken to have the former NCMS network more
fully engaged in supporting a related UNESCO
science programme: the Man and the Biosphere
(MAB) Programme.
UNESCO-MAB is an intergovernmental and
interdisciplinary scientific programme aimed at
ensuring a balanced relationship between
people and the environment. MAB's research
and capacity building activities in related fields
of ecology and ecosystems management are
meant to address socio-economic/development
threats to biodiversity, as well as other causes of
biodiversity loss (e.g., as climate change).
The MAB programme is implemented on the
ground through the establishment of Biosphere
Reserves (BRs) by countries, and recognized by
UNESCO MAB as promoting sustainable
development through community efforts and
sound science. Even as the Philippines signed
the Convention on Biological Diversity more
than 20 years ago on 12 June 1992, the
Philippines has only two UNESCO-designated
Biosphere Reserves to date: Puerto Galera in
Oriental Mindoro which was designated as such
in 1977, and Palawan in 1990. Recognizing
that many other places in the Philippines are
worthy of a UNESCO BR designation, the
Science and Technology Committee has lent its
support to MAB-related initiatives in the country
and the wider Asia-Pacific region, with the view

of increasing the number of Philippine UNESCO
BRs in the future.

Palawan Hosts the 4th World
Network of Island and Coastal
Biosphere Reserves
On 16-21 June 2014, the Province of
Palawan in partnership with the Palawan State
University and the Western Philippines University
hosted the 4th Meeting of the World Network of
Island and Coastal Biosphere Reserves that had
for its theme “Island and Coastal Biosphere
Reserves under the Impact of Natural Disasters.”
The meeting was jointly organized by UNESCO's
MAB Programme, the Jeju Island Biosphere
Reserve (South Korea) which acts as a focal point
for BR climate change issues, the Menorca
Biosphere Reserve (Spain) which specializes in
promoting sustainable development in small
BRs, and the Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development (PCSD), site manager of Palawan
BR. No less than Dr. Miguel Clusener-Godt from
the Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences of
UNESCO's MAB Programme served as overall
coordinator for the 4th meeting of the global
Network.
The meeting participants/delegates
consisted of the site managers of 26 UNESCO
BRs from 19 countries that included Australia,
Chile, China, Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Haiti,
Indonesia, Jamaica, Rep. of Korea, Maldives,
Mauritius, Philippines, Portugal, Saint Kitts and
Nevis, Spain, Sweden, and Yemen.
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Participants of the 4th Meeting of the Island and Coastal Biosphere Reserves Network held in Palawan, Philippines on 16-21 June
2014. At the front row are the following: (L-R) 4 representatives from Jeju Island BR; Puerto Princesa Mayor Luciolo Bayron; PCSD
Executive Director Nelson Devanadera; Mr. Clusener-Godt of MAB, UNESCO, Paris; PH NatCom Secretary-General Virginia
Miralao; and 4 representatives from Menorca BR (9th to 12th).

The meeting highlighted the main
challenges and threats facing island and coastal
BRs, among them, climate change, water,
energy and food sufficiency issues, natural
disasters, and waste management. Participants
shared lessons and experiences on how their BRs
addressed specific problems and the above
issues. It was recognized that each BR has its
own uniqueness, fragility, abundance of
biodiversity, and level of vulnerability to global
warming and overdevelopment.
On the final day of the meeting, the
participants committed themselves to future
collaborative work in the conduct of training
courses/programs, the sharing of current and
completed research, the preparation of a
casebook containing the wide range of BR
information and experiences presented at the
Palawan meeting, and the organization of the
next (5th) meeting of the Network.
The success of the Network's meeting in
Palawan owes in no small measure to the active

participation of the Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development Staff led by Executive
Director Nelson P. Devanadera, Mr. John A.
Pontillas and Mr. Alex Marcaida, in the meeting
discussions. Palawan Provincial Governor Jose
Chaves Alvarez and Puerto Princesa City Mayor
Lucilo Bayron warmly welcomed foreign and
local guests with dinners and cultural fests.

Philippines Joins a Series of
UNESCO-MAB Meetings in Siem
Reap, Cambodia
On the invitation of UNESCO Jakarta, four
Philippines representatives—Ms. Lindsay
Barrientos and Mr. Freddie Blanco of PH
NatCom, Mr. Medrono P. Cabrestante, Jr. of
Palawan Council for Sustainable Development,
and Prof. Thomas Edison E. dela Cruz of the
University of Santo Tomas, and MAB Young
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Scientist Awardee–attended a series of MAB
meetings on 15-19 December in Siem Reap,
Cambodia. These meetings were the 8th
Meeting of the South East Asia Biosphere
Reserves Network (SeaBRnet); the 2nd AsiaPacific Biosphere Reserve Network (APBRN)
Strategic Meeting; and the Asia-Pacific
Workshop on Strengthening Capacity for
Management of Biosphere Reserves and
Protected Areas.
The meetings were jointly organized by
UNESCO Jakarta, the UNESCO Field Offices in
Phnom Penh and Beijing, and the Ministry of
Environment of the Kingdom of Cambodia. The
meetings also benefited from the generous
support of the Korean National Commission for
UNESCO and the Japanese Funds-in-Trust. The
meetings gathered 44 international participants
from South East Asia and the Asia-Pacific Region
and 40 from Cambodia.

7

The 8th SeaBRnet Meeting had for its theme
“Biosphere Reserves as Places for Sustainable
Development through Ecotourism and Ecolabeling;” while the APBRN Meeting discussed
how Biosphere Reserves can serve as “Models for
Alleviating Poverty through Ecosystems Services.”
The Asia-Pacific workshop on “Strengthening
Capacity for Management of Biosphere Reserves
and Protected Areas” focused on environmental
law, ecotourism, zonation, communication,
social capital, and other community- based
learning activities. The meetings also included
field trips to Prek Toal in Tonle Sap Biosphere
Reserve and the Angkor World Heritage Site to
demonstrate how the integration of Biosphere
Reserves and Water Resources Management
work to protect and enhance Siem Reap
communities and their natural and cultural
heritage.

Meeting participants during a field visit to Angkor World Heritage Site, Siem Reap, Cambodia

8
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The Philippine Foundation
for Science and Technology and
Philippine Science Centrum
Launch Student Science Competitions

W

ith support from the Science and Technology
Committee, the Philippine Foundation for Science
and Technology (PFST) conducted a two-day educational
activity tagged as “Assemble and Launch” in celebration
of World Space Week (04-10 October 2014). As firm
advocates for science and technology popularization
and literacy, PFST chose to promote water rocket—a
lesser known science project in Philippine schools but
already very popular in other countries.
Ms. May Pagsinohin, PFST Executive Director,
opened the two-day activity, while PFST Trustee Engr.
Nicky Villasenor III delivered an inspirational message
challenging students to excel in their chosen fields and
recognizing the role of teachers in directing students
towards excellence and good citizenship. Assemble and
Launch was organized and coordinated by PFST staff,
Ms. Cheryl Mulat and Mr. Luis Lesigues, Project Leader
and Unit Head for Programs and Communications,
respectively. Mr. Allen Yu, an amateur astronomer of 15
years, conducted a lecture on “Space Science,
Exploration and Advancement” to introduce the World
Space Week celebration and water rocket workshop and
competition.
The workshop was designed to be “edu‐taining”

Mr. Allen Yu giving a lecture on Space Science

(educational and entertaining) and hence, activities
centered on how to create/assemble a water rocket out
of plastic bottles, PVC sheets, plastic folders and the like.
Philippine Science Centrum Research Head, Engineer
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Roland Moya, served as workshop resource
person, explaining to students the scientific
principles behind the assembly of parts and the
flight of water rockets. Grade schoolers were
guided in assembling their rockets by employees of

Student-participants during the...

9

the PSC, namely, Mr. Rejean dela Cruz, Mr.
Claro Resurreccion and Mr. Francis Ortega.
Meanwhile high schoolers received
guidance from Mr. Mario Reyes, Mr. Rolly
Ariola and Ms. Desiree Del Rosario.
The contest proper was held the
following day, 11 October 2014, at the
Marikina Riverbanks Amphitheater.
Thirty‐three (33) teams with 66
student‐participants joined the competition:
10 teams under the Children Category (10
to 12 years old); and 23 teams under the
Teenagers Category (13 to 16 years old).
Each team launched its rockets twice.

Workshop

Test Launch

Actual Launch

The Board of Judges consisting of Mr.
Luis Lesigues and Ms. Cheryl Mulat
proclaimed the winners under the Children
Category and the Teenagers Category.
Under the first category, the winners were
Gerielle Cura and Jenny Balais of Dr.
Celedonio Salvador Elementary School
(Paco, Manila)-1st prize; Zyrah Jade
Martesano and Tuesber Guevara, also of Dr.
Celedonio Salvador Elementary School
(Paco, Manila)-2nd prize; and Gabrielle
John Abarquez and Xian Amiel Egneo of
Timoteo Paez Elementary School (Pasig
City)-3rd prize. In the Teenagers Category,
the winners were Gillbran Nathaniel
Palasiqui and Emmanuel Santos of St.
Joseph Catholic School (Quezon City)-1st
place; Michael Stephen Magpantay and
Harold Christopher Pura of Claret School
(Quezon City)-2nd place; and Rachel
Ladera and Mark James Macayan of
Pinagbuhatan High School (Pasig City)-3rd
place.
Another PFST-PSC project was DISSECT,
an interactive exhibit prototyping
competition in which the student‐contestants

10
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Children Category

1st Place
Gerielle Cura &
Jenny Balais
Dr. Celedonio Salvador Elem. School

2nd Place
Zyrah Jade Martesano &
Tuesber Guevara
Dr. Celedonio Salvador Elem. School

3rd Place
Gabrielle Jophn Abarquez &
Xian Amiel Egneo
Timoteo Paez Elem. School

2nd Place
Michael Stephen Magpantay &
Harold Christopher Pura
Claret School

3rd Place
Rachel Ladera &
Mark James Macayan
Pinagbuhatan High School

Teenagers Category

1st Place
Gillbran Nathaniel Palasiqui &
Emmanuel Santos
St. Joseph Catholic School

are required to design, create and build tabletop interactive science exhibit prototypes, using
any scientific concept based on the theme
“Peace and Harmony-Mother Earth and Man.”

Open to 4th year high school students both
in private and public schools of the National
Capital Region, DISSECT sought to: 1)
encourage and enable students to
conceptualize and mount exciting and
entertaining exhibit‐prototypes for science
center‐museums; 2) provide occasion for

students to dissect scientific concepts learned in
school for creating table‐top models; and 3)
develop innate talents as well as discover and
give recognition to future scientists,
mathematicians, engineers, physicists, and
technologists.
DISSECT was formally launched on 11
November 2014 at the Philippine Science
Centrum, with Engr. Filemon T. Berba, Jr., PFST
President, welcoming the guests and
participants to the launching. Messages were
delivered by PFST Chairman and PH NatCom
Commissioner Engr. Meneleo Carlos Jr. and Dr.
Virginia S. Carino representing PH NatCom’s
Science and Technology Committee.
Engr. Rolando Moya, PSC Research Head,
gave an orientation to the students/
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participating teams on PSC's Interactive Exhibit
Design and Fabrication Process. He explained
the mechanics of the contest as well as the
interactive exhibit development and prototyping
process.

Education Institute; Ms. Evelyn Josue
representing the UP National Institute for
Science and Math Education; and Ms. Elvie
Galvez, Engr. Rolando Moya and Mr. Rejean
dela Cruz, all representing PSC.

DISSECT's Board of Judges was co-chaired
by Engr. Nicky Villasenor III, PFST Trustee, and
Dr. Virginia S. Carino, representing Philippines
NatCom, had as members the following: Mr.
Ruby Cristobal representing DOST's Science

Participating teams/schools were expected
to submit their entries to PSC on 09 January
2015 and three winners will be selected to
receive medals, cash prizes and plaques of
appreciation.

In appreciation of UNESCO's sponsorship
of PFST's DISSECT Competition, Engr. Carlos
presented a token to Dr. Cariño.
The token is a smaller version of PSC's
Plasma Sphere exhibit.

DISSECT Board of Judges’ organizational meeting: (L-R)
Mr. Ivan Roblas, SEI‐DOST; Dr. Carino, PH NatCom (Co‐Chair);
Ms. Elvira Galvez, PFST; Dr. Eve Josue, UP‐NISMED;
Engr. Nicky Villasenor, PFST; May Pagsinohin, PFST; and
Mr. Freddie Blanco, PH NatCom.

12
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Filipino Scientists Meet to Discuss
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
Resilience to Climate Change

T

o prepare for the new Global
Development Agenda planned
for 2015 and beyond (also referred to
as the post-MDG period), the
University of the Philippines-Visayas in
partnership with Manila Observatory
organized the “International Scientific
Conference on Fisheries and Aquatic
Sciences: Towards Disaster and
Climate Resilience (ISCFAS)” at the
Diversion 21 Hotel, Iloilo City on 2223 Oct 2014.

The organizers of the ISCFAS 2014 during the ribbon cutting ceremony: (L-R)
Dr. Rommel A. Espinosa, UP Visayas Chancellor; Dr. Alfredo E. Pascual, UP
System President; Fr. Jose Ramon T. Villarin, SJ, Ateneo de Manila University
President; Mrs. Antonia Yulo-Loyzaga, Executive Director of Manila
Observatory and PH NatCom Commissioner; and Dr. Harold Monteclaro,
Chair of Committee for the Scientific Posters.

The Conference provided insights and case
examples from the Philippines and other
countries on the use of theories, plans and
actions that may be instructive for development
and policy changes and transitions.
The
Conference combined the expertise of UPVisayas and Manila Observatory in the fields of
coastal ecosystems, fisheries and aquatic
resources, and climate and disaster risks to seek
solutions to the challenges posed by climate
change and extreme weather conditions, and to
ensure food security, resilience and inclusive
development in local communities.
A total of 188 delegates from different
institutions, agencies, organizations, colleges,
and universities from the country and abroad
participated in the conference. Foreign and local
scientists and researchers were invited to present

plenary papers based on the various topics
derived from the theme of the conference.
Representatives from various sectors served as
panel speakers on the “Discussion on Yolanda
and Extreme Climate Events: Rehabilitation and
Recovery Framework of the Philippines” as
follows: Ms. Juzzara Simbulan of Shell
Corporation representing the private sector; Mr.
Mariano Cordero of the Iloilo Provincial
Rehabilitation and Recovery Office and Mr.
Kenga Shandralingam from UN-Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs Region VI
representing the government sector; and Ms.
Jessica Dator-Bercilla of Christian Aid-UK
representing NGOs.
In all, 35 research papers were presented
during the concurrent sessions of the conference
while 40 scientific posters were mounted for
exhibits.
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Participants of the 2014 ISCFAS
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Scientific poster presentations

Philippines Participates
in the UNESCO Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission-Western
Pacific (IOC-WESTPAC) Meetings

T

he Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission (IOC) of UNESCO is the UN
System's lead organization for marine science.
Established in 1960, IOC aims to promote
international cooperation programmes in
research, services and capacity-building, to
further the understanding of the nature and
resources of the ocean and coastal areas, and
apply this understanding to improve the
management and sustainability of the marine
environment. In addition, IOC is recognized by
the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS) as the competent
international organization in the fields of
Marine Scientific Research (Part XIII) and
Transfer of Marine Technology (Part XIV).

IOC established regional subsidiary
bodies/sub-commissions to strengthen IOCUNESCO's presence and the implementation of
its programmes in the world's different regions.
These Sub-Commissions include IOC SubCommission for Africa and the Adjacent Island
States, IOC Sub-Commission for the Caribbean
and Adjacent Regions, and IOC SubCommission for the Western Pacific (WESTPAC)
where the Philippines is a member.
On 22-25 April 2014, Dr. Gil S. Jacinto,
Professor of UP's Marine Science Institute and a
member of the IOC-WESTPAC Advisory Group,
attended IOC's Advisory Group Meeting and its
9th International Scientific Symposium held in

14
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Ms. Wendy Watson-Wright (seated, 4th from left), UNESCO Assistant Director-General
and Executive Secretary of IOC, with some of the participants to the Research Directors' Forum

Nha Trang, Vietnam. The Symposium brought
together over 1000 participants, with almost
100 participants coming from the Philippines
alone. These consisted of students, researchers,
scholars and related policy and programme
decision-makers in marine science and
oceanography.
A side event of the Vietnam IOC Meeting
was an open-ended Research Directors' Forum.
Over 45 Directors, representatives and regional
experts from marine scientific institutes,
academic faculties and/or operational
agencies in the Indo-Pacific met at the forum to
build and enhance networks; exchange
strategic directions of their institutions; identify
scientific and technical challenges; and spark
regional collaborations in the framework of
IOC.
The Forum concluded with one Joint
Directors' Statement adopted towards the
attainment of the future we want: A healthy and
safe ocean for prosperity in the Indo-Pacific
region.

Dr. Jacinto also attended the IOC Advisory
Group Meeting held in Phuket, Thailand on 0103 December 2014. The Meeting reviewed
WESTPAC's current strategic direction and
activities, evaluated new project proposals, and
devised concrete action plans for the body's
strategic and programmatic development. The
Meeting emphasized that IOC-WESTPAC should
spearhead efforts to bolster regional networks
and programmes to ensure a unified, cohesive
response to vital issues relating to marine
science and sustainability in the region.
Agreement was reached to complete the IOCWESTPAC Ocean Science Priorities (which has
long been discussed but not written up) by 2015.
There is greater engagement and commitment
of countries for IOC-WESTPAC programs/
projects as manifested by their financial and
non-monetary contributions. The Philippines
should not be left behind in contributing
expertise to IOC-WESTPAC, as the country
exhibits notable strengths in marine biology,
marine protected areas, vulnerability
assessments, and coastal oceanography.

Philippines
National Commission for UNESCO | 2014 Annual Report
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On 11 December 2014, Dr. Jacinto met
with PH NatCom and discussed IOCWESTPAC's current and future activities. He
recommended increased participation of
Philippine institutions in IOC-WESTPAC
symposia, training courses and research
programs; active participation of the Philippines
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in proposing initiatives/programs/working
groups; Philippine hosting of one future
WESTPAC scientific conference to banner our
country's strengths in the field of marine science
and oceanography; and hosting training
programs to build capacity in the region aligned
with IOC-WESTPAC priorities.

Dr. Gil Jacinto (2nd row, 7th from left) attends the IOC WESTPAC Advisory Committee meeting in Phuket, Thailand

Social and Human
Sciences Committee

Chairperson:
Vice Chairperson:

Dr. Maria Cynthia Rose B. Bautista, Commission on Higher Education
Dr. Rainier A. Ibana, Ateneo de Manila University

Members:

Sec. Julia Andrea R. Abad, Presidential Management Staff
Prof. Randolf S. David, University of the Philippines
Dr. Florentino H. Hornedo, University of Santo Tomas
Ambassador Rosario G. Manalo, Permanent Representative to ASEAN
Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights
Dr. Fernando N. Zialcita, Ateneo de Manila University
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Resilient Cities, Brighter Futures:
A Forum-Workshop on Anticipatory Studies
and Strategic Foresight

Local administrators, environmentalists, scholars, and civil society groups gather for a
Forum-Workshop on Anticipatory Studies and Strategic Foresight.

W

ith more than half of the world's
population living in urban areas, cities
now lie at the heart of global sustainability, social
cohesion, and prosperity. Understanding the
21st century challenges and opportunities that
cities confront is important. The massive
devastation and human suffering that Typhoon
Yolanda (international name: Haiyan) brought
to Leyte and Samar in the Eastern Visayas
highlighted inefficiencies in existing crisis
management and disaster risk reduction
programs in the Philippines. The painful

experience with Haiyan signalled a re-thinking
and re-framing of city and town planning
theories, policies, and practices.
Hence, upon the invitation of UNESCO
Headquarters' Foresight Section during the 37th
Session of the UNESCO General Conference
(November 2013), Philippines NatCom's Social
and Human Sciences (SHS) Committee
organized a Forum-Workshop on Anticipatory
Studies and Strategic Foresight Methods with the
theme “Resilient Cities, Brighter Futures” in Laoag
City on 21 to 24 May 2014.
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Other than UNESCO
Headquarters, the ForumWorkshop was held in
partnership with the Centre
for Engaged Foresight of
Laoag City's Northwestern
University as well as the City
Government of Laoag. The
three-day Forum-Workshop
offered occasions for
A panel of Filipino experts composed of: (L-R) Arch. Felino Palafox of Palafox Associates;
learning and exchange and Dr.
Mahar Lagmay of DOST's Project NOAH; Mr. Moncini Hinay of WWF Philippines;
had several foreign and Dean Mario Delos Reyes of UP SURP. The session was chaired by Dr. Rudy Bareng, NWU's VP
for Research and Development.
national experts on futures
thinking, urban planning and disaster risk planning. He then called for employing foresight
management as speakers.
thinking, especially in the face of climate change
The first session featured speakers from the
Asia-Pacific network of Foresight Study Centres.
Mark Alexander, a researcher from the Hawaii
Research Centre for Futures Studies of the
University of Hawaii at Manoa, shared how
their Centre worked closely with Hawaii
authorities to craft a legislation that aligns built
structures and the natural environment with
ongoing (actual and expected) climate
changes. Jian Bang Deng, Director of Taipei's
Tamkang University Graduate Institute of Future
Studies, spoke on the integration of foresight
thinking (as a multidisciplinary approach) for
the enrichment of each of the university's course
offerings. Hyun Ryul Park of South Korea's
International Heal-Being Centre shared how
their Centre contributes to the management of
cities and societies through the promotion of
eco-friendly decisions and programs. Finally,
Shermon Cruz, Director of Northwestern
University's Centre for Engaged Foresight,
presented a paper assessing where the Filipinos
are in terms of long-term thinking. He posits
that Filipinos tend to be short-term oriented and
are not disposed towards foresight thinking and

in order to build more resilient cities in the future.
The second session of the Forum focused on
how various expert groups in the Philippines
assist cities in managing climate change
impacts. Globally-renowned Filipino architect
and urban planner, Felino Palafox of Palafox
Associates, presented scenarios of how the
Philippines can create resilient cities despite
being the world's third most vulnerable country
to natural disasters. He emphasized that cities
vary enormously in terms of adaptation and
vulnerability and that a city's adaptive capacity is
contingent on its governance, institutions,
technology, wealth, and the propensity to plan.
Using findings from their study on Business Risk
Assessment and Management of Climate
Change, Moncini Hinay, project manager of
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Philippines,
discussed how climate change impacts in the
Philippines can be turned from being risks,
threats, and developmental hindrances to
economic and development opportunities by
applying futures methods of assessing local city
characteristics and envisioning their possible
future scenarios. Mario Delos Reyes, Dean of the
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University of the Philippines’ School of Urban
and Regional Planning, recalled the frontline
role of local government units in formulating,
planning and implementing climate change
actions as mandated by Republic Act 9729 and

Mayor Chevylle Fariñas, Mayor of Laoag City, discusses
Laoag City's DRR-CCAM initiatives.

the availability of funding climate change
adaptation programs at the local level. Finally,
Mahar Lagmay, Executive Director of Project
Nationwide Operational Assessment of Hazards
( N OA H ) , e m p h a s i z e d t h e i m p o r t a n t
contribution of science and technology in
disaster preparedness for Philippines cities.
Through information and communications
technology, Project NOAH has strategically
mapped out the country, reflecting better city
planning in managing disaster risks. In addition,
Dr. Lagmay shared the importance of
mainstreaming access of this technology
through social media in order to reach the
masses who are the most vulnerable to climate
risks.
The third session had, for presenters, local
government units who shared their Climate
Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction
best practices. Mayor Chevylle Fariñas
presented the measures instituted by Laoag City
such as stockpiling of resources, dredging and
de-clogging of canals, ensuring suitability of
evacuation centres, and establishment of early
warning systems. She also highlighted how
these were tested and proven effective when the
city was hit by Supertyphoon Pepeng in October
2013. John Eugene Vincent Escobar, Statistician

Mr. John Eugene Vincent Escobar of Albay Province, Mr. Perry Martinez of Laoag City and Ms. Merlina Panganiban of Makati City
comprised a panel session on the best practices of LGUs on DRR-CCAM, chaired by Atty. Ferdinand Nicolas, NWU's VP for
Administration.
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Dr. Sohail Inayatullah explains
paradigm shifts in Anticipatory
Studies and Strategic Thinking.
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Workshop groups discuss how they foresee their cities in the future.

of the Albay Public Safety and Emergency
Management Office, showed how the Province
of Albay, despite being one of the most
vulnerable regions, has been recognized as a
global model of disaster resilience—having
zero casualty during disasters. He shared how
the province has institutionalized disaster risk
and climate change management by
establishing a warning system protocol and
evacuation procedure, constructing permanent
evacuation centres, creating Albay safe schools,
among other initiatives. On the other hand,
Merlina Panganiban, Makati City's Urban
Development Officer, presented how the city
has integrated some new mechanisms into its
land use planning activities to come up with a
risk sensitive Comprehensive Land Use Plan
and Zoning Ordinance. She highlighted
Makati's use of map sieving (a Geographic
Information System-based process) and
development suitability analysis (a map
layering strategy that identifies where
development should be encouraged) to assist
the LGU in its decision- and policy-making with
regard to responding to disasters and climate
change.
On the second and third days, Dr. Sohail
Inayatullah, UNESCO resource person on
Foresight Studies, facilitated workshops

designed to raise participants' appreciation of
the importance of challenging traditional mindsets and social norms in order to creatively and
innovatively look at and plan for the future. He
emphasized that at certain points in time, there is
a need to overcome and in fact discard the
habitual ways of thought and existing
paradigms and discourses that have become
too rooted or caught up in people's ideologies
and politically correct advocacies. The workshop
asked the participants to become mindful of
their particular challenges and problems, while
at the same time become aware of new worlds of
opportunities and possibilities.
The Forum-Workshop was attended by 90
participants, with as many as 70 coming from
local government units, schools, government
offices, universities, and other institutions
outside Laoag City and the province of Ilocos
Norte. Following the conclusion of the ForumWorkshop, the participants were treated to a
heritage tour of Laoag City, Paoay, and Vigan
City (Ilocos Sur), courtesy of the forum's local
hosts, Dr. Maria Liza S. Nicolas, President,
Northwestern University; Mayor Chevylle
Farinas, Laoag City; Mayor Bonifacio Clemente,
Jr., Municipality of Paoay; and Vigan City Mayor
Eva Marie Medina.
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Eighth Karunungan Festival:
Global Citizenship Education

S

ince 2013, the Karunungan (Wisdom)
Festival has become the SHS Committee's
flagship project to commemorate the National
Teachers' Month (5 September to 5 October).
Targeting school teachers and students,
Karunungan endeavours to bring new
knowledge and expertise from the social and
human sciences to enrich learning content and
improve the quality of teaching.

has emerged as an important topic in
international development discourse. The
Global Education First Initiative, launched by
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon in 2012,
identifies “fostering global citizenship” as
comprising a program priority area.

In partnership with the National Museum of
the Philippines and the National Teachers' Month
Coordinating Council, this year's (8th)
Karunungan Festival was held on 6 September
2014 at the PAGCOR Room of the Museum of
the Filipino People. Over a hundred participants,
composed of school administrators and
educators, pre-service teachers, and students,
attended the Festival.

Global Citizenship Agenda
Dr. Bae Kidong, Chairman of APCEIU Governing Board,

delivers the Festival's keynote address.
“Global Citizenship Education” was chosen
as the 2014 Karunungan theme in keeping with
UNESCO's current thrust
A panel composed of Mr. Angel Bautista, Acting Assistant Director of the National Museum;
Dr. Virginia Miralao, Secretary-General of NatCom; Dr. Bae Ki Dong, Chair of APCEIU
of developing among
Governing Board; and Dr. Cynthia Bautista, Chairperson of NatCom's SHS Committee
today's students a sense
addresses questions from the audience.
of oneness with humanity
and Planet Earth, and
hence, also the notion of
“citizenship” beyond
one's own homeland or
national borders. Global
Citizenship Education
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The Festival's keynote address was delivered
by Dr. Bae Kidong, Professor of Hanyang
University and Chairman of the Governing
Board of the Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for
International Understanding (APCEIU), a
UNESCO Category II Centre based in Seoul,
South Korea. He underscored that Global
Citizenship Education should be strengthened
in light of the emergence of issues that can no
longer be treated nationally/domestically. He
made special mention of climate change (which
he referred to as the defining issue of the 21st
century) as requiring local action and a global
perspective engendered by global citizenship
education. Dr. Cynthia Bautista, Chairperson of
NatCom’s SHS Committee and Commissioner,
Commission on Higher Education, and Mr.
Angel Bautista, Acting Assistant Director of the
National Museum, welcomed the participants
and opened the event. Dr. Elizabeth Enriquez of
the UP College of Mass Communication
chaired the sessions.

Multiplicity of Definition of
Global Citizenship
The 8th Karunungan Festival served as a
platform for meaningful contestations among
various views of Global Citizenship and the
approaches to use in teaching this topic. Three
young speakers were invited to expound on
their understanding of Global Citizenship,
including Mr. Julio Amador, Deputy DirectorGeneral of the Department of Foreign AffairsForeign Service Institute and a scholar of
International Relations; Dr. Aries Arugay,
Assistant Professor of UP Political Science and
2012 Awardee of Georgia State University's
International Student of the Year; and Ms. Royce
Lyssah Malabonga, Philippines NatCom
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Programme Officer and Erasmus Mundus
Scholarship Grantee.
Dr. Bae defined Global Citizenship as
“harmonious attitudes for fostering sustainability
of societies amidst cultural relativism.” These
harmonious attitudes were further revisited by
Dr. Arugay in his explanation of “Cosmopolitan
Identity,” which he refers to as a collective identity
that embodies appreciation, empathy,
compassion and ultimately solidarity with people
(or citizens) from other parts of the world.
The obscure grasp of one's nationality/
national identity among Filipinos proved to be a
recurring issue in the course of Karunungan
discussions.
In his talk on ASEAN Citizenship, Mr.
Amador pointed out that as one of ASEAN's
founding members, the Philippines has
remained relatively isolated within the region as
it has been continuously perceived to have a
stronger sense of its similarities with Latin
American culture, and less so being “Southeast
Asian.” Furthermore, because ASEAN has only
attempted to build a rules-based community
rather than an identity-based community,
ASEAN citizenship is characterized with a
shallow sense of belongingness and identity.

Mr. Julio Amador, Deputy Director-General of Foreign
Service Institute, presents on ASEAN Citizenship.
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Dr. Arugay's paper on “Filipino
Citizenship along the DomesticForeign Frontier” theorizes that
the Philippines' unfinished
national identity-building project
is one reason behind the loose
grasp of “citizenship” among
Filipinos as a citizen of the
Philippines, of ASEAN, and even
more so of the world.
Ms. Malabonga, in her
presentation entitled “Of Plural
A teacher from the audience clarifies the concept of being a Filipino in the
context of teaching Global Education during an open forum.
Identities, Postcolonial Blending
and Accounts of a Contemporary
Ilustrado,” shared the ambiguity of what makes Approaches in Teaching
a Filipino based on her experiences as an
Global Citizenship
Erasmus Mundus scholar in Europe. She noted
“plural identity” and “hybridity” as strong
Going beyond the educational goals of
elements of Filipino identity which might be capacitating people with skills, knowledge,
helpful in promoting global citizenship values, and attitudes to secure their basic socioeducation.
economic needs and allow them to lead
productive lives, Global Citizenship Education
aims to inculcate among students better
intellectual and moral awareness of issues that

Karunungan Festival, now on its eighth year, draws participants from various sectors.
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affect not only one's self and surroundings, but
the world as a whole. Dr. Arugay stressed that
Global Citizenship Education should not stop
with awareness of international affairs. It should
also allow students to critically shape their
opinion and act on issues, so they themselves
can come to constitute a critical mass for
positive social change.
The open forum discussions also reinforced
the need for a better approach in teaching
Social Studies and History, i.e. integrating key
elements of Global Citizenship in Philippine
schools, particularly the questions on national
identity and global citizenship.
Dr. Rainier Ibana, Vice Chairperson of
Philippines NatCom's SHS Committee and
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Professor of Philosophy, Ateneo de Manila
University, in his closing message said that
despite stark differences in histories and
heritage, a shared understanding among
nations could blend into a harmonious
combination.
To cap off the 8th Karunungan Festival, the
participants were entertained with an ethnic
performance by Kontemporaryong GamelanPilipino (Kontra Ga-Pi) which showcased a
wonderful fusion of local, regional, and global
music and dance. They were likewise given a
guided tour of the different collections and
exhibits of the National Museum of the
Philippines.

Play Clean, Play Fair, Play True:
National Anti-Doping in Sport Awareness
Raising and Commitment Campaign

I

n view of the increasing use of performance
enhancing drugs in the sports community,
UNESCO is deeply concerned about the
erosion of ethics and fair play created by this
practice among athletes and sports enthusiasts.
UNESCO thus facilitated the development of
the first global anti-doping legal instrument (the
2005 International Convention against Doping
in Sport), which is preceded by the World AntiDoping Agency's Code on Anti-Doping in Sport.
Since then, UNESCO has been actively
promoting implementation of this legal

instrument by supporting governments in
developing and carrying out national antidoping programmes.
The Philippines ratified the Anti-Doping in
Sport Convention through an Executive
Agreement on 08 February 2010. Since 2011,
the Philippines, represented by Dr. Alejandro
Pineda, head of Philippine Sports Commission's
Doping Control Unit and Professor of Medicine
at the University of Santo Tomas, has been
participating in the annual session of the
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of prohibited substances and methodologies) on
anti-doping in sport and everyday living to
officials from national sports associations, their
athletes, coaches, and their support personnel;
(3) inculcate the values of clean, fair and true
play in sports and promote a drug-free culture
amongst the athletes and the young population
at large; (4) contribute to the creation of a
sporting environment conducive to healthy living
and where play is fair and true by way of
increased anti-doping awareness and good
understanding by sports officials, athletes and
their support staff (coaches, doctors, athletic
trainers).
National Athlete in Taekwondo, Japoy Lizardo, supports
the awareness campaign on Anti-Doping in Sport.

Conference of Parties (COP) of the Convention
held at UNESCO Headquarters. As a State
Party, the Philippines through Philippines
NatCom submitted the proposal entitled
“National Anti-Doping in Sport Awareness
Raising and Commitment Campaign,” which
the 2013 COP Session approved for
implementation the next year.

The program is comprised of four energizing
campaign components. The first component,
involving the setting up of Anti-Doping in Sport
outreach booths that featured advocacy
materials such as information sheets and antidoping quizzes in key national sporting events,
was completed in 2014. These outreach booths
were brought to the Sports Science Seminar
Series held on 26 to 29 May 2014 at the
Philsports Arena and the 2014 Batang Pinoy
Final Competition held on 09 to 13 December
2014 held in Bacolod City. Secondly, a
call for participation to National Youth

On 29 April 2014, Philippines NatCom
signed a Memorandum of Agreement with the
Philippine Sports Commission
(PSC), which launched an
unprecedented national program
on Anti-Doping in Sport. The
program intends to: (1) promote,
facilitate and aid in raising
awareness and understanding of
anti-doping in Philippines sports
among athletes, athlete support
personnel and the youth; (2)
update and cascade information
Atty. Guillermo Iroy, PSC Executive Director; Dr. Alejandro Pineda, PSC
Anti-Doping Control Unit Head; Mr. Ricardo Garcia, PSC Chairman; Dr. Virginia
(applicable rules and policies;
Miralao, NatCom Secretary-General; Ms. Emmy Anne Yanga-Domingo,
and health and legal
Programme Officer for SHS and CI sign the MoA on the National Anti-Doping
Program.
consequences resulting from use
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Competitions—Essay Writing Contest for
students aged 10 to 16 years old and Digital
Poster Making Contest for youths aged 17 to 25
years old was made in November 2014. The
contests run until March 2015. The third
component involves the conduct of two
Regional Anti-Doping in Sport Summits in
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Bacolod City (Visayas) and Tagum City
(Mindanao) in February 2015. As a culminating
activity, a National Anti-Doping in Sport Summit
was organized on 04-05 March 2015, in
partnership with the UNESCO South East Asia
Centre of Lifelong Learning for Sustainable
Development and UNILAB.

Teaching Ethics in Philippine Schools:
2014 World Philosophy Day

Over 400 philosophy educators and students participated in the 2014 national celebration of World Philosophy Day.

W

ith support from Philippines NatCom's
SHS Committee, the Philosophical
Association of the Philippines (PAP) organized a
one-day conference on Teaching Ethics at the
Ateneo de Manila University on 06 December
2014. The conference, which was also PAP's
year-end meeting, was well-attended with 430
philosophy teacher and student attendees,

representing various universities and colleges
around the country.
The conference was designed to look into
ways of pacing and aligning the teaching of the
necessary adjustments to be made in the new
curriculum focused on the inclusion of subjects
normally offered in college-level philosophy
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courses, such as Edukasyon sa Pagpapakatao,
and more generally, the integration of
philosophy-themed subjects in the K-12 system.
Dr. Agustin Martin Rodriguez, chairperson
of Ateneo's Department of Philosophy, opened
the conference, pointing out that the current
curriculum changes provide an avenue for
“possibilizing” creative approaches to teaching
ethics, and that these changes provide a novel
opportunity for those in the education sector to
shape the minds of millions of students in the
years to come. More than anything, he said that
this also gives space for philosophy teachers to
be creative in their approaches in teaching
ethics, as most methods of teaching ethics rely
heavily on historical approaches.

Dr. Rainier Ibana, Vice Chairperson of NatCom SHS
Committee and Philosophy Professor of Ateneo De Manila
University, opens the conference.

Dr. Rainer Ibana, Vice Chairperson of the
SHS Committee, elaborated on how the
Philippines could contribute to the larger
philosophical community in terms of
approaches to teaching philosophy in basic
education classes. Citing Fr. Roque Ferriols, S.J.,
eminent Filipino philosopher, Dr. Ibana
emphasized the philosophical importance of
articulating one's insights, and how this focus
enables students of philosophy to regard the
world in a philosophical manner, while
providing them as well with the necessary tools
for introspection and reflection. He

underscored that these current efforts should
also translate to teaching philosophy in a
creative and insightful manner in response to the
challenges brought about by one's multifaceted
experiences in the classroom, and in the world in
general.

Dr. Antonette Palma-Angeles keynotes the 2014 Philosophical
Association of the Philippines (PAP) Conference.

Dr. Antonette Palma-Angeles, Vice President
of the Ateneo Professional Schools, in her
keynote address shared her experience in
teaching ethics, backed up by more than a twodecade background in the education sector.
Agreeing with the two previous speakers, she
emphasized how the students' context and
experiences should always be the starting point
in teaching ethics, as opposed to strictly theorybased approaches. She added that theory, while
essential in the teaching of ethics, should not be
the end point of any ethical inquiry; theories of
ethics, for her, provide the tools for discernment
and insight that influence one's ethical decisionmaking. The end point of any teaching
methodology in ethics, therefore, is the
strengthening of the ability of the student to
engage in ethical inquiry and ethical decisionmaking.
Dr. Angeles' keynote address set the tone for
the day's presenters, each within their own
respective expertise in ethical theories. While
expounding on their respective philosophical
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One of the five breakout sessions focused on environmental ethics, which was chaired by Miriam College.

traditions, each presenter's main aim was to
show/demonstrate the possibility of teaching
ethics creatively, away from purely historical
approaches. The presenters who were mostly
PAP Members and Ateneo Professors of
Philosophy include Dr. Manuel Dy who
discussed Eastern Philosophy; Dr. Agustin
Rodriguez who elaborated on Max Scheler's
hierarchy of values; Dr. Jesus Principe who
presented two aspects of Plato's Politeia; and Dr.
Jean Tan who discussed the concept of virtues in
Aristotelian ethics.
The afternoon session featured more
presentations, including those by young
Professors of Philosophy from the Ateneo de
Manila University: Dr. Tomas Rosario who
expounded on St. Thomas' natural law ethics;
Dr. Oscar Bulaong, Jr. who reflected on Kant's
deontological ethics; and Dr. Jacqueline
Cleofas who shared her thoughts on

utilitarianism and how the recent debates
concerning consequentialism can provide a
good counterbalance to utilitarian ethics.
Finally, UP Professor of Philosophy, Dr. Zosimo
Lee, discussed John Rawls' A Theory of Justice,
specifically on the Rawlsian idea of justice as
fairness.
The breakout sessions were divided into five
themes: (1) business ethics, which was
sponsored by Ateneo de Manila University; (2)
environmental ethics, headed by Miriam
College; (3) research ethics, organized by
University of Santo Tomas; (4) gender ethics,
spearheaded by the De La Salle University; and
finally, (5) bioethics led by the Polytechnic
University of the Philippines. These sessions were
done to reflect the specific challenges that ethics
educators face, specifically on the difficult
questions that students have to confront when
they study ethics.

Culture Committee

Chairperson:
Vice Chairperson:

Arch. Michael F. Manalo, Graduate School, University of Santo Tomas
Prof. Eric B. Zerrudo, Center for Conservation of Cultural Property and
Environment in the Tropics, University of Santo Tomas

Members:

Mr. Alfonso C. Bolipata, Casa San Miguel Foundation
Prof. Felipe M. de Leon Jr., National Commission for Culture and the Arts
Mr. Fernando C. Josef, Cultural Center of the Philippines
Dr. Victor Emmanuel D. Nadera Jr., Institute of Creative Writing, University
of the Philippines
Prof. Basilio Esteban S. Villaruz, College of Music, University of the
Philippines
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38th Session of the World Heritage
Committee (Doha, Qatar):
The Philippines' Maiden Year

F

ollowing the election of the Philippines to
the UNESCO World Heritage Committee, a
panel of technical experts was convened to
attend to World Heritage Committee matters.
This panel was composed of Arch. Michael
Manalo and Prof. Eric Zerrudo, Chair and ViceChair of PH Natcom's Culture Committee,
respectively; Dr. Domingo Madulid, former
Member of PH NatCom's Science and
Technology Committee; and Dr. Ana Labrador,
Assistant Director of National Museum of the
Philippines. Ambassador Cristina Ortega,
immediate past Permanent Delegate to
UNESCO and Ambassador to France, assisted
the panel on diplomacy concerns while PH
NatCom staff backstopped the preparatory
work.

inscribed sites. Over this period, the Panel
conducted five rounds of intensive review and
deliberation, covering some 41 nomination
dossiers and 150 state of conservation reports
from 90 States Parties to the World Heritage
Convention.
During these technical preparatory
meetings, the Panel also integrated into the
discussions the inputs from representations
between the Permanent Delegations of
concerned states and the Philippines' as well as
information introduced by States Parties via
meetings with other Philippine embassies or
offices of the Department of Foreign Affairs.

Committee Session Proper
Technical Preparatory Work
for the Committee Session
From April to June 2013, the Panel and
NatCom staff devised a process workflow for
the review and collaborative deliberations on
matters to be taken up during the Committee
Session. These generally covered the
nomination of natural and cultural heritage
sites for the World Heritage List and the
examination of state of conservation of

Held from 17 to 27 June 2014 at the Doha
National Convention Center in Qatar, the
Committee Session was chaired by Sheikha AlMayassa bint Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani,
Chairperson of Qatar Museums and Doha Film
Institute.
The Session was formally opened by Qatar's
Prime Minister Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa
Al Thani, who announced during the ceremony
Qatar's steadfast support to the UNESCO World
Heritage Convention through the establishment
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Highlights of the Committee
Deliberations

UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova with the
Philippine delegation at the Committee Session in Doha,
Qatar: (L-R) Prof.Eric Zerrudo, Amb. Ma. Theresa Lazaro,
Director-General Bokova, Mr. Jerome Neyra (back), Amb.
Cristina Ortega, Dr. Ana Maria Theresa Labrador, and Dr.
Domingo Madulid.

of a special fund to support the protection of
World Heritage Sites affected by conflict or
natural disaster. The Fund was made possible
through a generous gift of USD 10 million from
the State of Qatar.
The Opening Ceremony also included the
presentation of a statement from the
participants of the World Heritage Youth Forum
which preceded the Committee Session from
5 to 15 June 2014. The Philippines was
represented at this Forum by Mr. Billy Malacura
and Mr. Benjamin Apostol, graduate students of
the University of Santo Tomas Cultural Heritage
Studies Program.
The PH NatCom Panel joined Ambassador
Maria Theresa Lazaro, Permanent Delegate of
the Philippines to UNESCO and Ambassador of
the Philippines to France; Ms. Deena Joy
Amatong, Deputy Permanent Delegate to
UNESCO; and Mr. Jesus Enrique Garcia II, First
Secretary, Permanent Delegation to UNESCO.
Also on hand to lend support to the delegation
were PH NatCom secretariat staff, the late
Jerome Neyra, Deputy Executive Director, and
Ms. Maria Victoria Punay, Programme Officer
for Culture.

The Philippines proved to be an active
member of the World Heritage Committee,
setting aside time to meet with representatives of
States Parties, international non-government
organizations, and advisory bodies
International Union for the Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) and International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) that had
expressed concerns over certain items
scheduled for deliberations during the Session.
Pyu Ancient Cities: The First World Heritage
Site in Myanmar
One such case was the nomination of
Myanmar's Pyu Ancient Cities to the World
Heritage List. Initially, the recommendation of
ICOMOS was to defer the examination of the
site until the State Party has provided more
information about the scope and extent of
attributes of the three cities and an augmented
management plan.
Following numerous intensive representations
and meetings between the Philippines and
delegates from Myanmar namely, Deputy

Committee Session Chair Sheikha Al-Mayassa bint Hamad
bin Khalifa Al-Thani, Chairperson of Qatar Museums and
Doha Film Institute, poses with the Philippine delegation: (L-R)
Ms. Deena Joy Amatong, Ms. Maria Victoria Punay, Mr. Jesus
Enrique Garcia II, Amb. Cristina Ortega, Sheikha Al-Thani,
Amb. Maria Theresa Lazaro, and Dr. Ana Ana Maria Theresa
Labrador.
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Minister Sanda Khin of the Ministry of Culture and
Prof. Su Su of the Ministry of Science and
Technology, the Philippines supported the
inscription of the site to the World Heritage List.
On behalf of the Philippine Delegation,
Ambassador Lazaro underscored the potential
Outstanding Universal Value of the site noting
that “Pyu Ancient Cities is a very important
nomination in terms of the historical and
cultural significance of the three cities as unique
urban settlements in Southeast Asia dating back
over 2000 years ago.” She also imparted due
recognition to the steadfast dedication of
Myanmar to protect and conserve the site,
“extensively mobilized networks, including
various stakeholders, such as local
communities, the academe, and civil society
groups to ensure inclusive ownership and
support to heritage conservation and
preservation.”
On 22 June 2014, the 38th Session of the
World Heritage Committee inscribed the Pyu
Ancient Cities on the World Heritage List under:
criteria (ii) exhibit an important interchange of
human values, over a span of time or within a
cultural area of the world, on developments in
architecture or technology, monumental arts,
town-planning or landscape design; (iii) bear a
unique or at least exceptional testimony to a
cultural tradition or to a civilization which is
living or which has disappeared; and (iv) an
outstanding example of a type of building,
architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant
stage(s) in human history; making it the first
property in Myanmar to earn such designation.
1

100th Site inscribed on the World Heritage
List: Botswana's Okavango Delta
Another remarkable decision adopted
during the 38th Session was the inscription of the
Okavango Delta, located in Botswana, as the
1000th site in the UNESCO World Heritage List.
The Philippines joined the Committee's
celebration in welcoming the inscription of an
immensely unique and highly biologically
diverse complex of terrestrial and aquatic
habitats. Special emphasis was given to the
necessity in encouraging more nominations of
natural sites, especially those located in
developing countries.
Qhapaq Ñan (Andean Road System):
A Transnational Feat
The 38th Session also saw the success of a
transnational nomination by Argentina, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, involving
the designation of 273 component sites
spanning more than 11,000 hectares that best
represent the communication, trade and defence
road network developed by the Incas. This
nomination pushed the conventional
interpretation and implementation of the World
Heritage Programme by bringing in new
standards of scale, research and cooperation for
conservation. Commissioner Manalo
congratulated the six countries for their
“exemplary work on the transnational, local, and
community levels.” He added that “[the
nomination] connects countries and
communities in movement and in the work to
conserve the length and breadth of more than
600,000 hectares that comprise [the sites'] core

The Advisory Mission of ICOMOS and IUCN in Batanes was undertaken on 11-20 December 2014, while the Reactive Monitoring
Mission of IUCN in Puerto Princesa was held on 30 November- 6 December.
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and buffer zones, as well as setting the
continuous practice of the region's rich
intangible heritage traditions.”

Ancillary Meetings with the
World Heritage Centre, IUCN,
and ICOMOS
During the course of the Committee
Session, a Technical Working Group was
convened daily to discuss the ongoing issues on
administration and budget. States Parties and
the Secretariat worked together to find means to
accommodate the growing costs of
implementing the World Heritage Programme
in terms of undertaking evaluation and reactive
missions amidst the significant increase in the
number of World Heritage nominations and
inscriptions over the decades. The Philippine
Delegation was represented in these meetings
by Mr. Garcia and the late Mr. Neyra.
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The PH NatCom Panel, Permanent
Delegation, and NatCom Secretariat also met,
on separate occasions, with IUCN and ICOMOS
to discuss issues pertaining to the thenforthcoming advisory and reactive monitoring
missions on the Batanes Protected Landscapes
and Seascapes and the Puerto Princesa
Subterranean River National Park, respectively.1

Inscription of Mount Hamiguitan
Range Wildlife Sanctuary
Following the referral decision adopted by
37th Session of the Committee in Phnom Penh
(2013) and after six years of documentation and
evaluation, the 38th Session of the Committee
finally inscribed the Mount Hamiguitan Range
Wildlife Sanctuary into the UNESCO World
Heritage List. Since June 2013, the Province of
Davao Oriental and DENR Region XI, with the
technical support of PH NatCom secretariat,

The Philippine Delegation celebrates the inscription of Mindanao's
first World Heritage Site, Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary.
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Citing its outstanding universal value in biodiversity, UNESCO inscribed the Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary to the World Heritage List in 2014.

have worked towards compiling a
comprehensive documentation demonstrating
the expanded core zone of the property which
was extended to include a critical nesting site of
the iconic Philippine Eagle; the broad base of
support for conservation from a range of
stakeholders, especially the indigenous
communities; and management's capacity to
prepare for the potential impact of tourism and
climate change on the property.
The continued collaboration and dedication
across national and local agencies was
recognized by IUCN in the recommendation
they read before the Committee, which also
cited the exemplary mode by which the
Philippines worked closely with IUCN in terms of
complying with the recommendations of the
37th Session of the Committee.
The Davao Oriental delegation, headed by
Governor Corazon Malanyaon and composed
of representatives from the nomination team
(Davao Oriental State College of Science and
Technology and Department of Tourism Region

XI), was present during the deliberation and had
the honor of thanking the 38th Session of the
Committee for the inscription.

Closing of the 38th Session and
Election of the Chairperson,
Vice-Chairpersons and Rapporteur
of the 39th Session
The Committee and the World Heritage
Centre thanked the Chairperson, Sheikha AlMayassa bint Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani for
her effective leadership during the 38th Session
and the State of Qatar, for its generous support
in the organization of the session.
On the other hand, Prof. Maria Böhmer of
Germany was elected as Chairperson for the
39th Session, while Senegal, India, Croatia,
Jamaica, and Qatar were elected as ViceChairpersons, and Ms. Naya Khairallah of
Lebanon was elected as Rapporteur. The 39th
Session will be held on 28 June to 8 July 2015 in
Bonn, Germany.
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Workshop on Moving Forward
the Philippines' World Heritage and
Biosphere Reserve Nominations

W

ith the momentum set by the inscription
of Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife
Sanctuary as the country's 6th property on the
World Heritage List, PH NatCom undertook a
review of the Philippines' candidate
properties/sites for possible inscription to the
UNESCO World Heritage List, also referred to
as the Tentative List. A Tentative List for the
Philippines was first submitted in 1993 and a
revised/updated list was submitted to the World
Heritage Centre in 2005. Since then, none of
the 28 properties appearing on the 2005 list
has moved in terms of the systematic
preparation and submission of nomination
dossiers. Hence, the Philippines has gained the
reputation at the World Heritage Centre as
having the longest Tentative List for World
Heritage designation.
For this Workshop, PH NatCom invited site
managers of the properties in the Tentative List.
The Workshop on moving forward the country's
world heritage and biosphere reserve
nominations was held in Vigan City on 1-4 July
2014. It sought to revive the interest of those
sites in the Tentative List to vie for a UNESCO
World Heritage Site or a UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve designation.
The four-day Workshop reintroduced the
frameworks of the UNESCO World Heritage
Convention and UNESCO's Man and the

Biosphere Programme. Director Jeremy Barns of
National Museum , Atty. Rose Beatrix Angeles of
National Commission for Culture and the Arts
(NCCA), and Ms. Teresita Blastique of DENR
were also given time to introduce their respective
agency's role in the nomination process. Amb.
Cristina Ortega, former Permanent Delegate to
UNESCO, shared her experiences of serving in
this capacity at UNESCO Headquarters. Mayor
Eva Medina also presented the management
structure of the Historic Town of Vigan. Mr. John
Pontillas and Mr. Alex Marcaida of Palawan
Council for Sustainable Development, on the
other hand, described UNESCO's Man and the
Biosphere Programme and the experience of
Palawan as a Biosphere Reserve. Assoc. Prof.
Josephine Cruz of Central Bicol State University
for Agriculture shared their university's
experience in nominating Camarines Sur as a
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
As an output, the site manager-participants
of the Workshop were asked to draft statements
of integrity and authenticity for their
site/property and choose which criterion/criteria
in the World Heritage standards best capture the
uniqueness and outstanding value of their sites.
Their draft statements were presented and
critiqued by a panel of experts and
Commissioners (Prof. Eric Zerrudo, Arch.
Michael Manalo, Dr. Domingo Madulid, Mr.
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Jose Maria Lorenzo Tan and Amb. Cristina
Ortega) for further improvement and
refinement.

• Mount Mantalingahan Natural
Landscape: Jeanne G. Tabangay
(Conservation International Philippines);

The Workshop was attended by
representatives of candidate sites:

• Mayon Volcano Natural Park and
Cagsawa Ruins: Edel Matusalem (DENR);

• Apo Reef Natural Park: Fe M. Raguindin
(DENR);

• Mount Pulag National Park: Daniel M.
Agpalo and Romulo M. Camat (Provincial
Government of Nueva Vizcaya), Melecio
Lester D. Albon, Faustino M. Aquisan,
Salvador P. Aroco, Mike E. Badival, Eugene
M. Daoal, Francisco A. Discong, Lawrence
M. Francisco, Samuel L. Geking, Ramsey
T. Guansi, Orlan W. Kelcho, Ghislyn L.
Marave, Berry K. Sangaom, Jenny Reem
A. Tamiray, and Gideon P. Todiano
(Municipal Government of Kabayan,
Benguet);

• Baroque Churches of the Philippines –
Lazi, Siquijor: Jossette A. Armirola
(Provincial Government of Siquijor),
Verna M. Alih, and Lydio M. Ligutom
(Siquijor Heritage foundation, Inc.);
• Butuan Archaeological Site, Paleolithic
Archaeological Sites in Cagayan Valley,
Petroglyphs and Petrographs of the
Philippines, and The Tabon Cave
Complex and all of Lipuun: Ana Maria
Theresa Labrador, Raquel Flores, Fred
Orogo, and Erika Robis (National
Museum of the Philippines);
• Chocolate Hills Natural Monument:
Rizalino S. Canda (Municipal
Government of Batuan, Bohol), Aileen
Jan D. Loyota and Felita Naomi U. Molino
(Municipal Government of Carmen,
Bohol) Marcial B. Ugay (DENR);
• Mount Isarog Natural Park: Yolda T.
Abante (DENR), Luzena N. Bermeo,
Edlynne Kaith P. Ravago and Crisostomo
S. Rivero (Provincial Government of
Camarines Sur), Josephine Cruz and Ma.
Teresa B. Lirag (Central Bicol State
University of Agriculture);
• Mount Malindang Range Natural Park:
Dennis C. Leopoldo (Provincial
Government of Misamis Occidental),
Bobby B. Alaman (DENR);

• Mounts Iglit-Baco National Park: Orlando
B. Tizon (Provincial Government of
Oriental Mindoro), Rodel M. Boyles
(DENR);
• Northern Sierra Madre Natural Park and
outlying areas of inclusive of the buffer
zone: Eufemia J. Daliong (DENR);
• Palawan Natural Sites: El Nido-Taytay
Managed Resource Protected Area, Mount
Mantalingahan Protected Landscape and
Coron Island Natural Biotic Area:
Rhodoea B. Ubani (DENR);
• Petroglyphs and Petrographs of the
Philippines: Francis B. Dega (Provincial
Government of Mountain Province),
Caren R. Guinayen (Municipal
Government of Bontoc, Mountain
Province); and
• Turtle Islands Wildlife Sanctuary: Minda J.
Bairulla (DENR)
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Also present at the workshop were the site
managers of the Philippines' six inscribed WH
List—1) Rice Terraces of the Philippine
Cordilleras, 2) Baroque Churches of the
Philippines, 3) Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park, 4)
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Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National
Park, 5) Historic Town of Vigan, and 6) Mount
Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary—to
inspire and support the site managers of those
still in the Tentative List.

Workshop participants at the Convention Center of Vigan City, an award-winning World Heritage Site

Participants from Lazi, Siquijor working
on their presentation.

Workshop participants pose in front of the
World Heritage Site, Paoay Church, Ilocos Norte.

PH NatCom's Culture Committee
Chair, Arch. Michael Manalo, gives the
opening remarks.
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Continuing Rehabilitation Work on the
Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras

F

ollowing the removal of the Rice Terraces of the
Philippine Cordilleras from the List of World
Heritage in Danger in 2012, PH NatCom has
endeavored to assist the Provincial Government of
Ifugao and the Ifugao Cultural Heritage Office
(ICHO) to manage their terraces rehabilitation
projects. Funds for these projects were generously
provided by the DENR the Prince Claus Fund of the
Netherlands; and the World Heritage CentreNetherlands Funds-in-Trust, for a total of Php 5.9
million.

A rice terraces stone waller prepares the soil for riprapping.

It is well known that many areas of the rice
terraces have been damaged and eroded by recent
natural calamities. Damaged terraces/paddies at
higher levels disrupt the flow of water and contribute
to the erosion of the terraces at lower levels.
Damages render the paddies useless for farming,
causing rice terraces owners to abandon their farms.
The reconstruction, repair and maintenance of
the terraces are labor-intensive, requiring the careful
selection and rip-rapping of stones by skilled stone
wallers. The reconstruction of the paddies directly
benefits the farmers, allows them to use their
terraces once more, while conserving at the same
time the visual integrity of this World Heritage Site.

An Ifugao provincial official inspects a partially finished
stone wall.

The combined project funds from DENR, the
Netherlands and the World Heritage Centre
rehabilitated a total of 9,885 cubic meters of the
inscribed heritage sites of Banawe, Kiangan,
Hungduan and Mayoyao, owned and tilled by some
1,000 rice terraces farmers.
A newly restored stone wall in Kiangan.
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Puerto Princesa
Subterranean River National Park:
Reactive Monitoring Mission

I

n early 2014, the World Heritage Centre
received reports on the conduct of illegal land
titling, logging and wildlife trade in the Puerto
Princesa Subterranean River National Park
(PPSRNP) property, as well as complaints of
detrimental tourism activities. Concerned that
these may negatively affect the Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV) of the Puerto Princesa
River National Park, the World Heritage
Committee sent a team to conduct a Reactive
Monitoring Mission to assess the veracity of the
reported complaints or allegations on the Park.
In collaboration with the Park Superintendent's
Office, PH NatCom too, submitted a State of
Conservation Report for PPSRNP to the World
Heritage Committee.
On 30 November-06 December 2014, Ms.
Naomi Doak of the IUCN visited Manila and
Palawan to conduct this Reactive Monitoring
Mission. Accompanied by PH NatCom Culture
Commissioner Eric Zerrudo, key sites of the
PPSRNP including its jungle trails, forested areas
and crystal caves were visited. The Mission also
met with the Park's Protected Area Management
Board and nongovernment organizations to
clarify the issues raised in the letters/reports sent
to the WH Centre.

At an exit briefing prior to her departure, Ms.
Doak shared her initial mission findings with PH
NatCom, Park Superintendent Elizabeth
Maclang of PPSRNP, Dr. Theresa Mundita-Lim
and Ms. Teresita Blastique of DENR Biodiversity
Management Bureau, and Atty. Minerva Aldaba
Morada and Ms. Carmela A. Pantaleon of
Department of Tourism-Region IV-B. Ms. Doak
reported that she found no significant or
immediate threat to the property; and praised
and applauded the noteworthy efforts of the
current Park management to sustainably
operate and conserve the Park. Ms. Doak also
offered several suggestions to minimize the
impacts of tourism influx and actively keep the
site's OUV through the development and
adoption of infrastructure and activity guidelines
for PPSRNP.
Ms. Doak's evaluation will be forwarded to
IUCN and World Heritage Centre for review. The
mission outcome and report will be discussed at
the forthcoming 39th Session of the World
Heritage Committee in Bonn, Germany in June
2015.
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Batanes Advisory Mission
province's cultural sites
(e.g., the Nakamaya
Archeological Site,
Savidug Idjang and
Racuaydi Archaeological
Site); and natural sites
(e.g., the Basco Ivana
Marine Sanctuary, Mount
Iraya and Duvek Bay). The
visits were meant to help
the Mission assess the
Outstanding Universal
Va l u e o f B a t a n e s '
One of the columnar stones of Savidug Idjang, Sabtang Island
Landscapes and
Seascapes, as well as the
joint advisory mission composed of a current and alternative management structures
for its designated heritage sites. Prof. Ian Lilley of
representative each from the ICOMOS and
ICOMOS
and Mr. Bruce Jefferies of IUCN also
the IUCN arrived in Manila in early December
met with key/relevant offices of the Batanes
2014 to advise the Philippines on how best to
Provincial Government and its municipal
move forward the nomination of Batanes to the
government units in addition to other national
World Heritage List. The mission was made
agencies like Biodiversity Management Bureau
possible through a World Heritage Centre
(BMB) of DENR.
initiative, known as the Upstream Nomination
Process.

A

PH NatCom with the support of the
National Museum (Deputy Director
Ana Labrador, and staff, Marivine
Santos, Johnrey Callado and Erika
Robis) and the Local Documentation
Committee of the Batanes Provincial
Government arranged and
coordinated the Mission.

The Mission visited Batanes from
December 11 to 19, visiting the

Mission Team having an Ivatan lunch at Sitio Diura, Mahatao
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The report of the Mission is expected in the
coming weeks and will detail the Mission's
findings and recommendations with regard to the
eventual nomination of Batanes either as a
Cultural, or Natural, or a Mixed (cultural and
natural) Property to the World Heritage List.

Local fishermen of Batanes discusses with IUCN Expert Bruce
Jefferies (Rightmost) and ICOMOS Expert Ian Lilley (Leftmost)
on the fishing traditions and ways of the community.

Manila-Acapulco Galleon Trade Route

R

ecognizing the global significance of the first
trans-Pacific maritime trade route, the
Philippines and Mexico are working on the
possible transnational nomination of the ManilaAcapulco Galleon Trade Route to the UNESCO
World Heritage List. The trade route connected
Mexico and the Philippines for some 250 years
(from 1565 to 1815) giving rise to a wide range
of exchanges between the continents, from
material goods, agricultural practices,
knowledge and belief systems, to traditions and
cultural practices.
With support from the Department of
Foreign Affairs' Office of the Undersecretary for
Policy, PH NatCom's Culture Committee
Commissioners Michael Manalo and Eric
Zerrudo are leading this initiative, which began
with meetings/visits with Mexico's World Heritage
Office Director, Dr. Francisco Javier Lopez
Morales. Filipino and Mexican experts and
scholars on the Galleon Trade will be invited in
mid-2015 to an International Experts' Meeting to
select the possible sites for inclusion in the

nomination, and discuss the nomination strategy
and the outline/draft of the Route's nomination
dossier.
In preparation for this international meeting
and the nomination, PH NatCom is coordinating
a Review of Related Literature and a Filipino
Experts' Meeting on the Galleon Trade Route. The
Review of Related Literature has been assigned to
Dr. Florina Capistrano-Baker who will prepare an
annotated bibliography of the studies on the
trans-Pacific route. This review is expected to
identify the strengths and gaps in knowledge to
support the nomination. Dr. Baker and other
experts in history (Prof. Regalado Jose),
anthropology (Dr. Fernando Zialcita), Tornaviaje
or return route, Spanish fortifications (Fr. Rene
Javellana S.J.), cuisine (Ms. Felice Sta. Maria),
cartography (Dr. Leovino Garcia), and
underwater archaeology (National Museum of
the Philippines) have been commissioned to
prepare papers for presentation at the Filipino
Experts' Meeting planned in April-May 2015, to
assess the Philippines' side of the nomination.

Education Committee

Chairperson:
Vice Chairperson:

Sec. Patricia B. Licuanan, Commission on Higher Education
Sec. Armin A. Luistro, Department of Education

Members:

Dr. Milwida M. Guevara, Synergia Foundation
Dr. Leticia Peñano-Ho, Philippine Center for Gifted Education
Usec. Dina S. Ocampo, Department of Education
Dr. Chito B. Salazar, Philippine Business for Education
Mr. John L. Silva, Ortigas Museum
Dr. Cristina L. Yuson, Museo Pambata Foundation
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Zero In Workshop on Establishing
Community Museums

T

his project builds on and carries over many
of the ideas and suggestions from an earlier
national workshop conducted by the Zero In
Museum Consortium in September 2013 on
museum appreciation and management. The
Zero In Consortium is composed of the Ateneo
Art Gallery, Ayala Museum, Bahay Tsinoy, Lopez
Museum, and Museo Pambata. The latter is
headed by PH NatCom Education
Commissioner Cristina L. Yuson who facilitated
the submission of the proposal for this current
project by the Consortium.
The Consortium's 2014 Workshop on
Establishing Community Museums was
successfully conducted on September 11 to 14,
2014 in Maa, Davao City in partnership with the
Mindanao Association of Museums.
The four-day Workshop was specially
designed for individuals and institutions
interested in setting up or revitalizing a
community museum. Zero In revised and
updated its workshop syllabus and manual for
the Davao workshop to focus on five major
topics: Introduction to Museums, Collections
Management, Exhibitions, Education and
Marketing, and Fundraising. The lectures and
discussions on these were led by Zero In
Consortium's pool of museum professionals.
On the other hand, views, perspectives and
practices from Mindanao on community
museum-building and management were

given by local experts. Ms. Sylvia Lorenzana,
Director of Davao Museum, spoke on
fundraising; Mr. Benjamin Abadiano, founder of
Pamulaan Living Heritage Centre, discussed
community engagement; and Ms. Amalia
Bandiola- Cabusao, Editor-In- Chief of
Mindanao Times, talked about local media
promotion and engagement.
Dr. Erlinda Burton, Professor of Anthropology
at the Xavier University in Cagayan de Oro City
and President of the Mindanao Association of
Museums, formally opened the Workshop, while
Museo Pambata President and PH NatCom
Commissioner Cristina Yuson warmly welcomed
the participants. Fifty five (55) participants from
as many as 30 institutions attended the
Workshop.

Opening remarks were delivered by Dr. Erlinda Burton,
President of the Mindanao Association of Museums
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Workshop participants pose in front of Davao Museum.

Expectedly, majority of the participants—38
of the 55 individual participants and 21 of 30
represented institutions—came from
Mindanao, although it is also noteworthy that
five participants from three institutions came
from the Visayas, and 11 individuals from six
institutions came from Luzon. All participants
are now part of the Consortium's online
network of museum supporters and workers.

Dabawenyo, and Pamulaan Living Heritage
Center.
As a measure of the workshop's success,
Zero In Consortium has been requested by the
Mindanao Association of Museums to conduct a
shortened version of the workshop in Tacurong,
Sultan Kudarat in May 2015, and a second level
workshop for those who attended the
September 2014 Davao workshop.

Finally, the Workshop concluded with field
trips/visits to the Davao Museum, Museo

Joycie Alegre of UP Visayas Tacloban College shares her experiences as a
cultural worker.
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Teaching of Surat Mangyan and Ambahan
in Hanunuo Mangyan Schools

P

H NatCom's Education Committee
contributed to an ongoing initiative began
by the Mangyan Heritage Center (MHC) in
2012 which seeks to keep alive Surat Mangyan
and Ambahan by teaching these in schools
servicing the Hanunuo Mangyans of Oriental
Mindoro. The Hanunuo Mangyans are
Mindoro's upland tribal communities, and Surat
Mangyan is their own (pre-Spanish) syllabic
script which they used to inscribe their
traditional chants/poetry known as Ambahan
on bamboo tubes and plants.
As increasingly younger generations of
Mangyans attend contemporary schools and
are exposed to modern lifestyles and influences,
there is a real possibility that their Surat
Mangyan and Ambahan would disappear in
coming years. Although young Mangyans may
grow up speaking their native language, they
are not taught to read and write in this.
Recognizing the importance of language,
both in spoken and written form, as a vehicle
that embodies and transmits a people's
knowledge of themselves and their community,
history and culture, religious missions, cultural
workers, schools and other sectors have
embarked on programs to promote and
preserve traditional languages and writing
systems.
MHC's project of Teaching Surat Mangyan
and Ambahan in Hanunuo Mangyan Schools
was initially supported by the National

Commission for Culture and the Arts, the AlaAla Foundation, and the US Embassy- Manila.
The PH NatCom grant has enabled MHC to
expand the project to train more teachers and
develop instructional materials on Surat
Mangyan and Ambahan, and to cover more
schools. The PH NatCom phase of the project
began in July 2014 and will continue through
March/April 2015. It covers a total of 13
schools, 10 elementary and three secondary
schools.
This project has the endorsement of the
Department of Education Indigenous Peoples'
Education Office and enjoys the support of local
groups and organizations including the
Mangyan Mission, the Hanunuo Mangyan
Peoples Organization (Pinagkaisahan sa
Hanunuo Daga Ginurang).
MHC reports that students have been eager
to learn their traditional script and poetry for the
first time in schools, and that they are now able
to write simple words in Surat Mangyan and
chant Ambahans. At the end of the project, MHC
expects a much better integration of these
aspects of Mangyan culture and heritage into
the regular school system, and for the young
Mangyans to have a deeper appreciation of
their identity as a distinct people/group, that
along with the numerous ethnolinguistic groups
in the country, make up the Philippines' diverse
cultural heritage.
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Photo taken during one of the Mangyan classes

A student practicing Surat Mangyan.

A teacher demonstrates Surat Mangyan.
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ASEAN Summit on Giftedness 2014:
Life Span Perspective in Developing
High Ability and Giftedness

S

imilar to the Zero In Workshop on
Establishing Community Museums, the
2014 ASEAN Summit on Giftedness took off
from an earlier summit on the same topic in
2013. This earlier Summit on Giftedness and
High Ability however, was only national in
scope, involving lecture-presentations and
discussions in General Santos City in Mindanao
and Iloilo City in the Visayas. The national
summit was intended to raise public awareness
on what “giftedness and high ability” are and
inform participants on the state of gifted
education in the country.
Both the 2013 and 2014 summits were
spearheaded by the Philippine Center for Gifted
Education (PCGE) under the leadership of PH
NatCom Education Commissioner, Dr. Leticia
Peñano-Ho. As its name implies, the ASEAN
Summit extends/expands PCGE's advocacies
on promoting gifted education to our neighbor
countries in South East Asia in support of the
impending integration of ASEAN into one
economic, political, and sociocultural
community in 2015. To PCGE, promoting gifted
education contributes to many interlocking
goals including ensuring inclusive quality
education, maximizing use of the talents of the
gifted and those of high ability for development
at all levels (from local to global), and furthering
the adoption of lifelong learning perspectives
for all.

The two-day ASEAN Summit took place on
24-25 October 2014 at Crown Plaza Hotel,
Ortigas Center, Pasig City. With messages from
the President of the Philippines, the country's
education ministries, UNESCO Bangkok and PH
NatCom, the ASEAN Summit was opened by Dr.
Peñano-Ho who said that the affair offered an
opportunity for ASEAN Member-States to
converse on the nature of giftedness, its different
aspects, how one goes about identifying the
gifted and high ability individuals, and nurturing
them to their full potential. A total of 150
participants attended the summit with
representatives coming from Brunei Darussalam,
Malaysia, Vietnam, and Cambodia.
Currently a graduate student in Gifted
Education at the University of New South Wales
in Australia, Mr. Minh Ngoc Kim, founder of
Tomoe Vietnam Kindergarten, shared the
success of Vietnam's program that enhances
abilities of the gifted in the fields of mathematics,
science, IT, and literature. He also provided an
overview of the state of gifted education in
ASEAN member countries and cited models for
regional cooperation in the area of gifted
education.
Hajah Aidah Lena Mawarni Mohd Nah and
DayangKu Hidayatul Manja of the Special
Education Unit of Brunei's Ministry of Education
gave a brief report on the state of gifted
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A participant from Brunei discusses her country's policies and programs on gifted education.

education in their country including existing
laws and policies on gifted education and the
Gifted Education Programmes and Services
(GEPS) developed by their Special Education
Unit. GEPS consist of 1) Student Screening for
Gifted Education; 2) National Gifted Education
Programmes in Science and Creativity; 3)
International Gifted Education Programmes;
and 4) Professional Development for the Gifted.
The ASEAN Summit's main speaker was
world-renowned psychologist, Dr. Francoys
Gagné of the Universitè du Québec à
Montréal, who presented his Differentiating
Model of Giftedness and Talent. His model
assumes that individuals vary widely in many
aspects: in aptitudes, personal qualities, needs,
interests, perseverance, social environment,
etc. All these elements contribute to a person's
level of success in school, at work and in life;
and there are typical developmental profiles
that distinguish the outstanding achievers and
the average performers. It is from an
understanding of these that one can then
identify processes and educational services that
can facilitate talent development.

Dr. Francoys Gagné talks about the theme of the Summit:
“Lifespan Perspective.”

At the closing of the Summit, participants
were treated to a cultural night by the College of
Music of the University of the PhilippinesDiliman and dinner at the University Executive
House.
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Philippine Country Report:
EFA 1990-2015

N

early a quarter century ago, the Education
for All (EFA) movement was born in
Jomtien, Thailand where delegates from around
the world signed the Declaration on Education
for All, a historic commitment to “meet the basic
learning needs of all” by universalizing primary
education and slashing illiteracy rates. In 2000,
the six EFA goals, covering all aspects of basic
education from early learning and adult literacy
to education quality, were formalized at the
World Education Forum in Dakar, Senegal with a
target to achieve the goals by 2015.
As in other countries, government
commitment to EFA and efforts from education
stakeholders and other sectors led to a
remarkable progress in attaining EFA goals in
the Philippines. During the Global Education for
All Meeting in Muscat, Oman on 12-14 May
2014, the Department of Education (DepEd)
submitted a Country Report titled “Philippine
Education for All Plan of Action: An Assessment
of Progress Made in Achieving the EFA Goals.”
The concluding meeting sought to envision the
global education agenda in the post-2015
period.
The Country Report shows that for EFA
Goal No. 1 (Universal Coverage of Out-ofSchool Youths and Adults with Regard to
Providing Basic Learning Needs), there is an
estimated two million Filipinos whose basic
learning needs are still to be met by DepEd.

Despite the implementation of DepEd's
Alternative Learning System (ALS) and other
related programs, only 5.7 percent of these
estimated two million Filipinos have been
reached. For EFA Goal No. 2 (Universal
Participation and Elimination of School Leavers
and Repeaters in the First Three Grades), the
Report states that 75.7 percent of preschool-age
children are enrolled in Early Childhood
Education (ECE) programs, leaving a 24.3
percentage point gap from the EFA 2015 target.
The Report notes, however, that reaching the
target is possible given the passage of Republic
Act 10157 which mandates the universalization
of kindergarten for five-year old children.
Further, DepEd has implemented various
preschool programs that help to address
constraints on the pre-schoolers' access to early
childhood care and development services such
as the Summer Preschool Program and 8-week
Preschool. The third goal under EFA 2015 is the
universal completion of the full basic education
cycle with satisfactory annual achievement
levels. The Philippine EFA 2015 target
completion rate for elementary education is 81
percent, and 75.3 percent for secondary
education. According to the Report, elementary
education completion rate has reached 72.1
percent, posting an 8.9 percentage point gap
from the target, while for secondary education,
the gap is almost nil at 0.2 percentage point
from the target or 75.3 target. The Report also
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reveals that there remains a 2.1 percentage
point gap in education financing from the
prescribed 6 percent GDP share despite an
increasing educational budget in the past
years, from 2.8 percent of GDP in 2009 to 3.9
percent of GDP in 2011.
Given continuing shortfalls in targets,
DepEd formulated an Acceleration Plan to
upscale efforts to fully meet the EFA targets by
the end of 2015. The Plan's basic strategy is to
focus on the 40 bottom and underperforming
divisions, districts or schools; and develop
aggressive and purposive, but simple and
efficient EFA advocacy activities, linking these
divisions/districts/schools with existing forums
and relevant bodies at provincial and local
levels. The Plan also hopes to develop a set of
guidelines for the field offices for implementing
acceleration programs, utilize ICT to upgrade
the quality of teaching and learning, for
continuous formative assessment, design and
implement remedial actions for students who
are lagging behind, among others.
Other government agencies, LGUs, civil
society, NGOs, corporations and other private
entities contribute extensively to the national
EFA campaign. Several programs and projects
such as the Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs),
Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps), the
Alternative Learning System, and other interagency efforts also
contribute much to
achieving EFA targets by
the end of 2015.
Other than these
efforts, there is the need
for a strong and continued
acknowledgement of the
relevance of EFA. Hence,
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a Post-2015 Education Agenda was
conceptualized to accelerate progress towards
the 2015 EFA goals and targets by addressing
new challenges, reaching the most
marginalized, and giving heightened emphasis
to equity, quality and learning. Dialogues and
consultations with relevant stakeholders are
currently underway to establish the scope and
shape of the post-2015 education agenda.
The Philippines, through its representatives
DepEd Assistant Secretary Jesus Mateo and
Director Roger B. Masapol, attended the 2014
Global EFA Meeting in Muscat, Oman.
Education ministries and leaders adopted the
Muscat Agreement, calling for a “stand-alone or
a comprehensive overarching goal, with
measurable global targets and related
indicators, that can be integrated into a broader
international development framework.” Among
the recommendations for the post-2015
agenda is the establishment of a “single, clearlydefined, global education agenda that reflect a
perspective based on equity and inclusion, with
particular attention to gender equality and to
overcoming all forms of discrimination in and
through education.” Further, the promotion of
flexible lifelong learning and life-wide learning
opportunities is deemed necessary for
advancing education in the post-2015 period.
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Marking the Close of the UN Decade
of Education for Sustainable Development
2005-2014

S

ustainable development is a concept that
evolved from the ideals of the 1992 Rio
Declaration following the conclusion of the UN
Conference on Environment and Development
(also known as the Earth Summit). The Rio
Declaration sought to promote the responsible
use of resources towards a sustainable future by
forging global cooperation for economic
development and environmental protection.
Building on the Rio Declaration and succeeding
Earth Summits, the UN General Assembly,
through Resolution 57/254, declared 2005 to
2014 as the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development (DESD) and tasked
UNESCO as the lead agency for its promotion.
In the Philippines, an expression of support
for the Rio Declaration came with the adoption
of Philippine Agenda 21 on 26 September
1996. Philippine Agenda 21 served as the
country's blueprint for Sustainable
Development, the definition of which was
expanded in later years to refer not only to
economic progress and environmental
sustainability, but also to encompass aspects of
broader human development and well-being,
e.g., as advances in knowledge and technology,
responsive and functioning social institutions,
and uplifting culture and the arts. On the other
hand, the Philippines' support for the
declaration of DESD 2005-2014 came in the

form of Republic Act (RA) 9512 enacted in 2008
and known as the Environmental Awareness
and Education Act. RA 9512 articulates the
State's policy of protecting and advancing
people's right to a balanced and healthful
ecology, and recognizes the vital role of
education in attaining this goal and accelerating
social progress overall.
RA 9512 sought to promote environmental
education through an inter-agency and multisectoral body composed of the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR); the
education departments (Department of
Education [DepEd], Technical Education and
Skills Development Authority [TESDA], and
Commission on Higher Education [CHED]); and
the Department of Science and Technology
(DOST), among others.
DENR quickly responded to RA 9512 by
creating in early 2009 an Environmental
Education Committee within the Department.
DENR also spearheaded the convening of the
Inter-Agency Steering Committee on
Environmental Education with members from
the above-cited departments, non-government
associations and private sector groups. DENR
established an Environmental Education and
Information Division under its Environmental
Management Bureau, with Ms. Elenida Basug
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serving as Division Chief and the Philippines'
national focal point for ESD. In her capacity as
national focal point, Ms. Basug prepared an
end-of-the-decade ESD report detailing the
various projects and activities undertaken by the
Philippines' lead ESD agencies.
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integrating into their instruction,
research, and extension work
environment-related programs. The
Department also recognized nine
national government agencies for best
adopting and pursuing environment
management practices.

Following is a summary from Ms. Basug's
report on the major ESD accomplishments of
DENR, DepEd, CHED, TESDA and DOST:
•

•

DENR's major ESD initiatives included
the nationwide commemoration of
environmental events year-round (e.g.
World Water Day, World Environment
Day, National Clean Air Month, Global
Warming and Climate Change
Consciousness Week etc.) through such
activities as civic parades, clean up
drives, exhibits, poster-making/essay
writing contests, lectures, conferences
and workshops. For these, DENR
produced and shared a wide-range of
IEC materials in print and audio-visuals,
and including various training modules
and manuals on specific ESD topics
(Sustainable Consumption, Biodiversity,
Climate Change Adaptation and
Disaster Risk Reduction, among others).
DENR's other notable accomplishments
during the decade were the
Department's search for Sustainable
and Eco-friendly Schools in partnership
with DepEd and CHED; and
Recognition Awards for Eco-Friendly
Government Offices. By 2013, DENR
had bestowed the Sustainable and EcoFriendly School Awards to some 27
education institutions from elementary,
high school and college levels, for best

2009 Eco-Friendly School Awardees:
Elementary Level
1st Penablanca East Central School
Aggugaddan-Malibabag,
Penablanca, Cagayan
2nd North Central Elementary School
Bonuan Gueset, Dagupan City,
Pangasinan
rd
3 Badas Elementary School
Badas, Placer, Surigao del Norte
High School Level
st

1

nd

2

3rd

La Castellana National High School
La Castellana, Negros Occidental
Camarines Sur National High School
Naga City, Camarines Sur
Daniel R. Aguinaldo National
High School
Matina, Davao City

College Level
1st Palawan State University
Puerto Princesa City, Palawan
nd
2 Visayas State University
Baybay City, Leyte
rd
3 Catanduanes State Colleges
Virac, Catanduanes
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2013 Eco-Friendly School Awardees:
Elementary School Level
st

1

nd

2

3rd

Dubinan Elementary School
Dubinan, Santiago City,
Cagayan Valley
Koronadal Central Elementary School
Koronadal City, South Cotabato
Kibawe Central School
Kibawe, Bukidnon

High School Level
Sustainable and eco-friendly initiatives of Kibawe Central
School, an eco-friendly school awardee in 2011

1

2011 Eco-Friendly School Awardees:

2

Elementary School Level

3

1st Iliranan Elementary School
San Carlos City, Negros Occidental
nd
2 Kibawe Central School
Kibawe, Bukidnon
3rd San Mariano Elementary School
Roxas, Oriental Mindoro
High School Level
1st Camarines Sur National High School
Naga City, Camarines Sur
nd
2 University of San Jose Recoletos
Cebu City
3rd Daniel R. Aguinaldo
National High School
Matina, Davao City
College Level
st

1 Dela Salle University- Dasmarinas
Dasmarinas, Cavite
nd

2 Palawan State University
Puerto Princesa, Palawan
3rd Ateneo de Manila University
Katipunan Ave., Quezon City

st

nd

rd

Ateneo de Davao University- High
School
Matina, Davao City
Dona Remedios Trinidad High School
Dona Remedios, Trinidad, Bulacan
Diadi National High School
Diadi, Nueva Ecija, Cagayan Valley

College Level
1st Visayas State University
Visca, Baybay, Leyte
2nd Miriam College
Katipunan Avenue, Quezon City
3rd Ateneo de Manila University
Loyola Heights, Quezon City

2011 Recognized Eco-friendly
Government Offices:
2011 Environmental Excellence Awardees
Development Bank of the Philippines
National Electrification Administration
Philippine Heart Center
2011 Citation of Merit Awardees
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
Department of Public Works and
Highways
Department of Social Welfare and
Development
National Economic and Development
Authority
National Housing Authority
Philippine Economic Zone Authority
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Fo r i t s p a r t , D e p E d i n t e g r a t e d
environmental education into its Basic
Education Curriculum so that by 2011-2012,
all major subjects in elementary and high
school (Science, Social Studies, Music and the
Arts, Technology and Livelihood) carried
environmental lessons and messages. DepEd
likewise promoted environmental awareness in
its co-curricular activities as exemplified by its
Brigada Eskwela program. This mobilized
school officials, students, community members
and local associations to volunteer their time for
the maintenance of school facilities while also
discussing environmental issues and concerns,
e.g., schools located in hazardous areas and
the disruption of classes by natural disasters
and emergencies.
•

DepEd, too, undertook ESD initiatives in
the Department's Informal and NonFormal Education Programs largely
through its Bureau of Alternative
Learning Systems which helped
implement the National Tree Planting
Program, and produced several ESD
learning resources and materials for
street children, parents, market
vendors, and out-of-school youth.
DepEd's Alternative Learning System
also has an Indigenous Peoples
Education program which similarly has
been infused with environmental
content.

•

At tertiary level, CHED has enjoined all
higher education institutions to integrate
environmental education in the
curriculum. In particular, environmental
matters and topics are very much part of
the curriculum of degree programs in
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Environmental Science, other Science
Programs (as BS Chemistry, Biology and
Geology) and in almost all Engineering
Programs (Civil, Mining, Electrical,
Aeronautical, Industrial etc).
•

As of 2009, CHED, too, had funded
some 37 researches on environmental
topics and mobilized its Zonal Research
Centers to undertake a biodiversity
assessment and inventory of the flora
and fauna of the country's terrestrial and
marine ecosystems.
CHED likewise
supports and promotes various
conferences to disseminate the research
outputs of colleges and universities on
environmental topics and issues.

•

Complementing the ESD initiatives of
DepEd and CHED, TESDA similarly
imbued its technical and vocational
course programs with environmental
sustainability concerns. Among TESDA's
notable ESD contributions during the
decade were special skills training
courses on the repair and maintenance
of motorcycles to lower/minimize carbon
monoxide emissions; the provision of
technical expertise for the roadside
inspection of mobile air conditioning
systems; the pursuit of solid waste
management; and the fabrication of
multi-purpose shredder machines.
TESDA also sponsored various fora on
global warming and climate change,
and produced several ESD informational
materials, such as a video on ozone
science for the refrigeration and air
conditioning sectors; powerpoint
presentations on occupational safety
and health; composting kits; and
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modules on energy conservation,
recycling and the like.
•

•

DOST's ESD contribution, on the other
hand, came with the Department's
mandate of advancing the sciences and
science education in the country. The
Philippines' Science High School System
that is under DOST's supervision
developed an Environmental Science
course offering that deals with the major
science concepts behind environmental
problems/issues bearing on the
atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere,
energy resources and wastes. Philippine
Science High Schools also conduct
micro-research tours on these topics,
and other ecological and geologic trips
to promote student awareness of forest
and ecosystem diversity, the physical
structure of the earth, the environmental
impacts of energy plants, and DENR's
environmental conservation and
rehabilitation programs.
In terms of research and development,
DOST embarked on a wide range of
R&D programs and projects through its
research councils and line agencies. The
Philippine Council for Industry Energy
Research and Development for
instance, undertook studies on
industrial waste materials, heavy metal
contamination, and the development of
products like nanofiber membrane for
waste water treatment, and coco peat
filters for treatment of heavy metals. The
Industrial Technology Institute also
undertook research on environmental
technologies in use by local
governments, companies and other

bodies to promote the exchange of
information on these practices and
improve the quality of environmental
technologies across the country.
The foregoing efforts of DENR, DepEd,
CHED, TESDA and DOST in addition to similar
activities and projects undertaken by still other
national and local agencies did much to raise
Filipino knowledge and understanding of
environmental threats, problems and issues.
These have also influenced policy making and
mobilized action at local and national levels
towards environmental conservation and the
prudent use of natural resources for economic
progress and development.

Kominkan-CLC International
Conference on ESD
The Kominkan-Community Learning
Centers (CLC) International Conference:
Community Based Human Development for
Sustainable Development was designed as a
run-up event to the 2014 Nagoya World
Conference on Education for Sustainable
Development. This Kominkan-CLC International
Conference took place in Okayama, Japan on
8-12 October 2014. The Conference sought to
envision a post-2015 future for ESD through/by
reinvigorating “kominkans” or local community
learning centers as life-wide and lifelong
multigenerational learning sites. CLCs can spark
the evolution of localities into “learning towns or
cities” and synergize educational/ learning
activities that take place at home and in families,
in schools and training institutions, at work, in
local temples and churches, and the market
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Dr. Zenaida Domingo facilitates one of the sessions at the Kominkan-CLC International Conference in Okayama, Japan.

place. CLC educators, practitioners and
researchers gathered at the Conference to
exchange ideas and experiences and advance
the role of CLCs in promoting sustainable
development. Representing the Philippines at
the Conference were Dr. Zenaida T. Domingo,
Director of UNESCO South East Asia Centre of
Lifelong Learning for Sustainable Development;
and Mr. Rex A. Ubac, Jr., PH NatCom
Programme Officer for Education.
Dr. Domingo facilitated a breakout session
on Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR). Speakers and
presenters of this session discussed their
respective country policies and programs on
DRR that highlight the functional role of CLCs.
Furthermore, Dr. Domingo and Mr. Ubac
helped craft the Okayama Commitment which
draws attention to the need to integrate quality
education and lifelong learning on future
education agenda.

Programme on ESD. This Ministerial-level
conference took place in Aichi, Nagoya, Japan
on 10-12 November 2014. Under the banner
“Learning Today for a Sustainable Future,” the
Conference celebrated the achievements of the
Decade and identified lessons learnt, while
setting the stage for the future of ESD. It also
showcased key initiatives, networks and ideas
that the Decade stimulated. Such examples from
all over the world served as inputs to the drafting
of the Global Action Program (post-2015) on
ESD, and which in turn will inform the
deliberations of the forthcoming World
Education Forum scheduled on 19-22 May
2015 in Incheon, South Korea. The Philippines
was represented at the Nagoya Ministerial
Conference on ESD by DepEd Assistant
Secretary Reynaldo Laguda.

The UNESCO ASPnet International
ESD Conference for Students and

The 2014 World Conference on ESD

Teachers

The 2014 UNESCO World Conference on
Education for Sustainable Development was
planned to mark the end of DESD, and to
launch the subsequent Global Action

Held concurrently with the Ministerial World
Conference on ESD, this side conference sought
to review the efforts and achievements of
UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network or
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The Philippine delegates present at the ASPNet Nagoya
conference on ESD.

Philippine delegates answering queries after their presentation.

ASPnet during the DESD. It served as a venue for
ASPnet students and teachers to share their
more meaningful insights and memorable
experiences about ESD, and to affirm their
continuing commitment to respect the
environment and the cultures and traditions of
other human beings regardless of age and
where they live. Representing the PH ASPnet in
this event were James Matthew B. Davis, Pax Et

Lumen International Academy, Angeles City;
Kizza Marie Ebaldone, Jaro National High
School, Iloilo City; Abigail Ann A. Ching, Miriam
College, Quezon City; and Adriann M. Co,
Ramon Pascual Institute, Paranaque City. They
were accompanied by Mr. Allan Bernard R.
Aman, Physics HS Teacher, Ramon Pascual
Institute.

Communications and
Information Committee

Chairperson:
Vice Chairperson:

Sec. Herminio B. Coloma Jr., Presidential Communications Operations Office
Mr. Eric S. Canoy, Radio Mindanao Network

Members:

Sec. Edwin Lacierda, Office of the Presidential Spokesperson
Ms. Concepcion Asis, Independent Consultant
Prof. Tessa Jazmines, University of the Philippines
Mr. Ruperto S. Nicdao Jr., Manila Broadcasting Company
Ms. Eva Marie Salvador, Cultural Center of the Philippines
Mr. Ramon R. Tuazon, Asian Institute of Journalism and Communication
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Constructing Histories
of Broadcasting in the Philippines

T

aking off from the Forum on the Future of
Historical Research on Philippines Media
held at the Philippines Information Agency in
January 2014, which corroborated the need to
further develop media history writing in the
Philippines, the University of the Philippines'
College of Mass Communication Foundation,
Inc. proposed to undertake, with support from
PH NatCom’s Communication and Information
(CI) Committee, a project that will locate data
sets useful in constructing histories of
broadcasting in the Philippines.

This project therefore embarked on a
painstaking research process of collating and
consolidating relevant extant primary and
secondary sources, including archival and
original electronic audio and video materials.
The Project Team conducted research in the
following facilities: (1) National Library of the
Philippines; (2) Lopez Museum and Library; (3)
ABS-CBN Channel 2; (4) DZRH Radio Station;
(5) GMA Channel 7; (6) IBC Channel 13; (7)
UNTV; (8) DYRF; (9) PETA Library and Archives;
(10) PTV 4; (11) Philippines Information Agency;
(12) Quezon City Public Library; (13) Filipinas
Heritage Library; (14) UP Main Library; and (15)
Jorge B. Vargas Museum and Filipiniana
Research Center. Twenty-one periodicals of
various series and dates were accessed for the
research. Among these were The Broadcast
Magazine, Kislap Magazine, Tagumpay
Magazine, TV Times Magazine, Mirror, The

The project leaders brainstorming for the project Constructing
Histories of Broadcasting in the Philippines: (L-R) Professor
Jane Vinculado, Dr. Eulalio Guieb III, Dr. Elizabeth Enriquez,
and Professor Fernando Austria.

For the project team composed of UP
Professors of Broadcast Communication led by
Dr. Elizabeth Enriquez, given the dearth of
historiography on radio and television in the
Philippines and the paucity of primary sources,
constructing histories of broadcasting in the
country is very challenging. There is, however, a
considerable amount of secondary sources that
may be found in the periodical collections of
various libraries and archives, though these are
scattered and disorganized.

The Constructing Histories project team with Mr. Deo Macalma
(left) of DZRH.
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Constructing Histories project team conducts an interview with Mike Enriquez (left)
of GMA 7.

Manila Chronicle, Philippine Daily Inquirer
(Entertainment Section), Manila Standard,
Sinagtala Magazine, Ilang-Ilang Magazine,
Sunday Times, etc. Too, on-cam interviews of
radio personalities, academics, and other
sources of information were produced.
Interviewees include Angelo Palmones,
German Moreno, Melo Del Prado, Mike
Enriquez, Deo Macalma, Adrian Lagdameo
Policena (a.ka. Chris Tsuper), Emmylou Gaite
(a.k.a. Nhicole Hiyala), John Sulleza Gemperle
(a.k.a papa Jack), Rico Lagbao, Delle Aria, etc.
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The output is a compilation
of 14 volumes of data sets
which may be used as the
source/materials for essays,
videos, scholarly work, and
other teaching materials on
the history of broadcasting in
the Philippines. These data sets
are now available to all
researchers, at the College of
Mass Communication Library
and the PH Natcom office.

At the end of the project, it
was surmised that while the project has been
fairly productive, the undertaking has left more
work to be done as it has become apparent that
there are many more materials relevant to the
narratives of Philippines broadcast history. The
Kapisanan ng mga Brodkaster ng Pilipinas (KBP),
led by its President, Ruperto Nicdao Jr. who also
serves as PH NatCom CI Commissioner, has
expressed interest in the project and has
provided support for project continuation
through 2015.

The Constructing Histories project team interviews Monster Radio's The Morning Rush hosts
Gino Quillamor (partially obscured by the clapper) and Chico Garcia.
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World Radio Day 2014

D

uring the 36th Session of the UNESCO
General Conference in November 2013,
UNESCO designated 13 February as World
Radio Day to celebrate radio as a medium to
improve international cooperation between
broadcasters, and to encourage major
networks and community radio alike to promote
access to information and freedom of
expression over the airwaves. As radio
continues to evolve in the digital age, it remains
the medium that reaches the widest audience
worldwide.
PH NatCom’s CI Committee coordinated
with the Kapisanan ng mga Brodkaster ng
Pilipinas, the foremost broadcast media
organization in the country composed of
owners and operators of radio and television
stations, to reach out to its members' audiences
with the message of promoting the importance
of gender equality and women empowerment,
which was the theme of the 2014 World Radio
Day. KBP Stations throughout the country aired

localized and customized Public Service
Announcements containing the message of
UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova. The
material aired from 04 to 14 February 2014 to
sensitize radio listeners to this particular topic.
KBP also coordinated with key AM stations in
the country to conduct interviews with prominent
personalities who are knowledgeable about
gender-related issues. Several stations,
including DZMM, DZRH, DZXL, Bombo Radyo,
and other stations also featured known
personalities in their public affairs programs
within two weeks leading up to the celebration of
World Radio Day.
Full support of the celebration of the World
Radio Day was also expressed by the City
Government of Bacolod and the people of
Bacolod City by passing Sangguniang
Panlungsod Resolution No. 08-14-120, which
invited the City to celebrate World Radio Day
every 13 February.
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Laon-Laon 2014:
Forum and Conference-Workshop
on Preserving Music Heritage in Asia

Around 60 participants convened for a regional forum-workshop on Preserving Music Heritage.

P

H NatCom’s CI Committee supported the
UP Center for Ethnomusicology (UPCE) and
College of Music in their joint pursuit of
preserving musical traditions in Asia through
the holding of Laon-Laon Forum and
Conference Workshop. The event was also
funded by Japan Foundation-Manila, the
University of the Philippines’ Office of the
Chancellor and the Music Arts and Research
Management (MUSAR) Foundation Inc. Dr.
Ramon Santos, National Artist for Music, served
as the conference director.

Established in 2008 as a regular meeting of
the Laon-Laon Network, a program of
cooperation among Music Research Centres in
Asia, Laon-Laon 2014 was geared towards
sharing of research materials and information,
forging joint study projects as well as uplifting
standards in preserving and cataloguing music
cultural objects in Asia. Conducted as a threeday event, Laon-Laon 2014 was divided into five
sessions, accommodating 21 paperpresentations. 60 participants representing 9
countries and 23 institutions participated in the
event.
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Mr. Philip Yampolsky, Professor of Music at the University of
Illinois, keynotes the Forum-Workshop.

Mr. Joseph Peters of Sonic Asia Music Consultants in Singapore
presents the Timeline Music Annotation Library (TMAL).

Philip Yampolsky, Professor of Music at the
University of Illinois, keynoted the Forum.
Professor Yampolsky brought into question the
meaning of “preservation” of music cultures
amidst unprecedented rate of loss of tradition.
Hand in hand with the preservation of the
documents, he proposed that institutions and
independent researchers should play a
significant role in restoring people's
appreciation and confidence in the value of
traditional arts to sustain vanishing practices.

annotation application that enables music
listening and appreciation of musical samples
across systems and cultures.

The first session entitled Technological
Application featured Ms. Rowena Guevarra of
University of the Philippines' Electrical and
Electronics Engineering Institute (UP EEI) who
shared UP Digital Signal Processing
Laboratory's findings from their work on the
analysis, synthesis and physical modelling of
Philippine musical instruments. Afterwards, Mr.
Franz de Leon, also from UP EEI introduced the
emerging field of Music Information Retrieval
(MIR) and the possibility of its integration into
the area of computational ethnomusicology.
Ending the first session, Joseph Peters (Sonic
Asia Singapore) presented on the Timeline
Music Annotation Library, an integrated music

The second session focused on the sharing
of experiences of Research Centres and
Laboratories of Music. The session featured Dr.
Ramon Santos who presented the history and
progress of the UP Centre for Ethnomusicology
and Mr. Chun Zen Huang of National Taiwan
Normal University who shared their University's
recently-concluded digitization project of

Dr. Ramon Santos, Project Director of Laon-Laon, talks about
the history, development and recent updates on music heritage
from the UP Center for Ethnomusicology.
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forgotten field recordings of Shih Wei Liang
(1925-1977), one of the foremost influential
figures in Taiwan's music history.
The third session entitled Music Sources as
Documents of Cultural History had for its
speakers William Summers of Dartmouth
College, USA who presented recently rediscovered information on the vibrant Tagalog
Theater of 19th Century Manila; Joyce Cheung
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong who
gave a reflection on her research on the notion
of Chinese modernity in the music of colonial
Shanghai; and Prof. Jose Buenconsejo of UP
College of Music and Prof. Ma. Edelquin Beltran
of St. Scholastica's College Manila who
highlighted their ongoing project in the
emerging field of source studies in Philippine
music.
The fourth session underscored experiences
of field researches in Ethnomusicology. Prof.
Ma. Alexandria Chua of the University of Santo
Tomas' Conservatory of Music spoke on the
impact of lithnography on Philippine Music;
Prof. Patricia Lopez of UP College of Arts and
Letters shared her experience in gathering
historical data in Oslob and Boljoon, Cebu; and
Ms. Heidi Bailon Sarno of the De La SalleDasmariñas shared the objective and historical
data among religious chanters in Indang,
Cavite. The role of the ethnomusicologist in
community engagement was also presented by
Ms. Maria Christine Muyco of the UP College of
Music, based on her work on the Ata of Boracay
Aklan and their struggle for the preservation of
their ancestral land. On the other hand, Mr.
Jonas Baes, also from UP College of Music,
talked about his production of a CD of field
recordings of Iraya Mangan music and the
return of the almost forgotten music records to
the owners. Mr. Khomrich Karin of
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Mahasarakham University of Thailand reported
on his research on the Mongkala ensemble of
Northern Thailand. Santosa Soewarlan of the
Indonesian Institute of the Arts presented the
acquisition and maintenance of commercial
cassette recordings in his institute's library.
The fifth and final session entitled
Institutional Efforts focused on current
institutional undertakings done in Thailand and
Japan where Music Professors from Mahidol
University, Mahasarakham University and
Japan's Kunitachi College of Music Library
presented their respective institutions'
innovations in Music Preservation.

Dr. Yoshitaka Terada of the National Museum of Ethnology
(MINPAKU) presents recent documentation projects by his
institute.

The event was also graced with cultural
performances of UP Tugtugang Musika Asyatika
and the Pong Lang Ensemble of Mahasarakham
University.
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Ongoing Activities on Digitization,
Student Journalism Education, and
Communication Museum

P

H NatCom's
CI Committee has the
following three ongoing activities from its
2014 programme: Jumpstarting the
Establishment of the Philippines Communication
Museum; Digitization of the Works of Pioneers in
the Philippines Social Sciences, Phase II; and
Kwento Phase II: Visual Storywriting for young
broadcast journalists in conflict areas.

Philippines Communication
Museum
The Asian Institute of Journalism and
Communication is presently working on its 2014
proposal, entitled Jumpstarting the
Establishment of the Philippines
Communication Museum. The project intends
to respond to initial requirements of establishing
definitive structure that shall embody the
functions of and visions for the communication
museum. A planning workshop for the museum
setup was conducted by the project's Board of
Trustees on 30 October 2014. The workshop
discussed the setting up of a Communication
Museum Foundation or a non-stock, non-profit
organization which can legally accept monetary
contributions for the sustainability of the
museum. The museum's exhibit launch is set in
June 2015.

Digitization of the Works of
Pioneers in the Philippine Social
Sciences: Phase II
As a follow-up to the successful digitization of
works of 12 pioneers in the Philippines social
sciences last year, PH NatCom's CI Committee, in
partnership with the Philippine Social Science
Council (PSSC), embarked on the second phase
of the project to digitize and make publicly
accessible the works of other Filipino pioneers in
the social sciences. The outputs from the second
phase of the digitization project shall be added to
the collection of seminal works available at the
repository http://thepioneersproject.org.

Kwento Phase II: Visual
Storywriting for Young Broadcast
Journalists in Conflict Areas
Following the productive first phase of Project
Kwento, which trained around 200 students on
News and Feature Story Writing in Butuan and
Bicol, the Cultural Centre of the Philippines
(CCP), the project proponent, concluded that
students today appreciate narratives and
learning using the visual language. Hence, CCP
proposed to embark on a second phase of
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Kwento, to provide training for both teachers
and students on the visual narratives in news and
feature broadcast journalism. To date, back-toback workshops were held in Samar and Leyte
from 29 August to 2 September 2014.

Monitoring the Safety of Filipino
Journalists: Status of Legal Investigations
being conducted in Cases of Slain Journalists

F

ollowing the adoption of a decision on
safety of journalists and the issue of impunity
at the 28th session of UNESCO's International
Programme for the Development of
Communication (IPDC) in 2008, MemberStates were urged to prosecute the persons
responsible for attacks against journalists and
requested the Director-General to provide
information on a two-year basis of the status of
judicial enquiries conducted on each of the
killings condemned by UNESCO.
In turn, UNESCO's Communication and
Information Sector has regularly asked
Member-States, on a voluntary basis, to submit
updates on the status of investigations being
conducted on killed journalists, especially those
cases brought to the international community's
attention through UNESCO Director-General's
public condemnation. Since 2006 a total of
sixty-three (63) journalists were killed in the
Philippines: six (6) in 2006; one (1) in 2007;
three (3) in 2008; thirty-four (34) in 2009; three
(3) in 2010; four (4) in 2011; four (4) in 2012;
and eight (8) in 2013.

Since 2009, the Philippines NatCom has
submitted annual country reports on the cases
included in UNESCO's list. The country reports
were crafted based on official updates provided
by the Philippine National Police, Task Force
USIG, and media NGOs, and approved by PH
NatCom CI Committee for submission to
UNESCO Headquarters.
In succeeding years, PH NatCom recognized
the need to go beyond the numbers provided by
the regular reporting of related agencies; and
conduct a more in-depth study of the causes and
trends of the slayings to come up with nuanced
analysis of the phenomenon; and recommend
policy interventions to address the issue.
Three major studies were undertaken by the
CI Committee. The first research was
undertaken in partnership with the Asian
Institute of Journalism and Communication
(AIJC) through the UNESCO Participation
Programme 2011-2012. The project consisting
of a series of roundtable discussions resulted in a
volume entitled Crimes and Unpunishment: The
Killing of Filipino Journalists. Edited by Dr.
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Florangel Roasio-Braid, Dr. Crispin Maslog,
and Prof. Ramon Tuazon, the volume contains
six in-depth analyses from anthropology, media
studies, political science, political economy,
psychology, and law of the possible causes of
culture of impunity related to the killings of
Filipino journalists. These disciplinal papers
were enriched by five case studies of murdered
journalists, including cases of Marlene Esperat
and the Ampatuan Maguindanao Massacre of
32 media workers. The volume presented some
new explanations on the concept of culture of
impunity from various disciplines, i.e. theory of
moral exclusion from a socio-historical
perspective; concepts of “pinagbibigyan” and
“sinasalo” from the psychological perspective;
the idea of “democratic deficits” from the
political prism; Gary Becker's Political Economy
of Crime premised on rational human activity
from a political-economic point of view;
structural violence from a structural-legal
perspective; and the quality of media from the
perspective of media studies. Although
presenting new views, the report constituted a
work in progress which did not present general
conclusive findings.

available information of the cases. Mr. Lagman's
research team came up with the study entitled
“Filipino Journalists at Risk: Who and Where are
They?,” which provides a deeper evaluation of
the phenomenon of killing of journalists in the
Philippines and posits alternative insights with
respect to the manner in which the term “culture
of impunity” has been used to describe and
explain the slaying of Filipino journalists. The
2012 study showed that there are practitioners
with particular characteristics who are more
liable to experience fatal attacks than
others—the type of journalist most at risk of
getting killed are male radio broadcasters who
are in their early forties to mid-fifties and media
men who are likely to be veterans of the
profession, while television media practitioners
are the ones who are least likely to get killed. The
study also suggested that contrary to popular
thinking, journalists are usually killed in cities,
not in rural places, and that the probability of
getting killed increases as the place of attack
becomes more highly urbanized. Furthermore,
the usage of “culture of impunity” has also been
seen as arbitrary as it does not represent the
behaviors and norms of the majority.

Aware that while referring to existing
database on the profile and case status of
journalists is helpful, PH NatCom deemed it
likely that more information and insights could
be culled from the profiles, and this could
provide a deeper understanding on who
among the members of the Philippine media
are the most at risk in being victims of violence.
For Mr. Marco Lagman, Ms. Ma. Simeona
Martinez, Mr. Johnson Damian, and Mr.
Emman Garcia, professors at the UP
Department of Geography, a more balanced
and empirically sound understanding may be
obtained if the demographic, temporal, and
geographic patterns are observed in the

In 2014, NatCom CI Committee requested
Dr. Jowel Canuday, Professor of Social
Anthropology at the Ateneo de Manila
University, to prepare a country report on the
slaying of media practitioners. The report
concluded that legal investigations on journalist
killings show little progress, but what may be
worth looking into are the acquittals of suspects
with previous links to political and law
enforcement agencies. He noted that the pattern
of killings shows that deadly assaults on media
practitioners are specific and targeted—mainly
journalists working in small news organizations.
These assaults expose the serious conditions of
the vulnerability of journalists working in the
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margins of Philippine media landscape. He
further asserted that a significant number of
killings appear to be rooted as well as
connected to long-standing conditions of
systemic violence at the level of communities but
at times enabled by leading agents of local
governance. Finally, the study suggests that the
overlapping of dangerous spaces of the
Philippines social fabric and its media
landscape proves fatal to the journalists
working around and living in the country's
peripheries.
In September 2014, the Philippines'
Permanent Delegation to UNESCO and PH
NatCom worked closely with DFA-UNIO and
the Technical Working Group of (TWG) of
Administrative Order 35 (AO35) under the
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Secretary of Justice to submit a comprehensive
and up-to-date status of legal investigations
being conducted pertinent to the killings of
journalists in the Philippines. The documentation
reported, among others, that in line with the
assessment of TWG AO35, out of the eighty-two
(82) cases from 2003-2014 cited by the
Director-General, the records of the Department
of Justice show that only twenty-eight (28) cases
are included in its list of fifty-four (54) cases
considered as work-related killings of journalists.
Ten (10) of the cases have achieved judgment of
convictions, four (4) of which (Albert Orsolino,
Armando Pace, Arecio Pedragao, Ernesto Rollin)
were cases cited by UNESCO Director-General
in UNESCO Report on The Safety of Journalists
and the Danger of Impunity, 2012.

Intersectoral
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The Presentations of Study Findings and
Recommendations of Ifugao-Related Work
undertaken by the Philippines National
Commission for UNESCO

N

atCom conducted the presentation of the
inter-sectoral study findings of Ifugaorelated works on 12 May 2014 at the Faber Hall
of the Ateneo de Manila University. The Ifugaorelated works focused on the conservation of
the Rice Terraces in the midst of a changing
climate and globalizing world. The works
analyzed the technical meteorological,
hydrological engineering, socio-economic,
culture and education aspects of the
conservation of the terraces.

Dr. Gemma Narisma shares findings yielded by a Manila
Observatory study entitled “Analyzing the Vulnerability of
the Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras to Climate
Change Impacts.”

Science and Technology
Manila Observatory's study entitled
“Analyzing the Vulnerability of the Rice Terraces
of the Philippine Cordilleras to Climate Change

Impacts,” as presented by Dr. Gemma Theresa
Narisma, showed that the UNESCO rice terrace
clusters are all located in zones with high-risk of
earthquake-induced landslides and
moderate/severe soil erosion. These existing
problems only seek to be more highlighted and
magnified by climate change. As no weather
station is located in the Cordilleras to accurately
monitor the climate trend in the Cordillera,
Baguio weather station was chosen as the
alternative station, based on its relative
proximity and weather similarity to the
Cordilleras. The technical report of the Manila
Observatory emphasized the importance of
monitoring and observation. The need for more
interdisciplinary studies is further called to
translate climate change into sectoral impacts,
especially in agricultural and physical
biosphere.
Engr. Peter Paul Castro, Engr. Mario Soriano,
Jr. and Ms. Bredith Grace Bucton of the College
of Engineering, University of the Philippines in
Diliman presented an independent study
conducted since 2011 in partnership with the
United Nations University and Southwest
Forestry University entitled “Assessment of the
Engineering Aspect and Hydrologic Response to
Climatic Variations of the Ifugao Rice Terraces.”
The study selected and characterized
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Results of Hydrological Model as produced by Assessment of the Engineering Aspect and
Hydrologic Response to Climatic Variations of the Ifugao Rice Terraces.

Nagacadan Rice Terrace Cluster in Kiangan
with GIS Integration to produce climate
projections and hydraulic modelling. The result
of the process was to determine sustainable
water management for Ifugao Rice Terraces
resiliency.
The case study was able to build a 2020
hydrologic model projections based on their
findings and PAGASA simulations of climate
change scenarios. Further, it noted that although
the study succeeded in providing indicative
scenarios which can serve as a basis for
preparation, the hydrologic modelling can be
further improved with more accurate GIS data
sets and the denser network of functional
weather stations and stream gauging stations.

Social and Human Sciences
Dr. Fernando Zialcita, Commissioner of
NatCom's Social and Human Sciences
Committee and Professor of Cultural
Anthropology at the Ateneo de Manila
University, shared the findings of his study “The
Market Economy's Impact on Ifugao Rice
Terraces.” Dr. Zialcita conducted a cross-cultural
comparison of the Rice Terraces of the
Philippines Cordilleras, specifically the Ifugao
Rice Terraces, to Cinque Terre's vineyard terraces
located in Italy which is also a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
The study concluded that after the entry of
Ifugao to the market economy, aside from access
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Special High School for the Conservation of the
Ifugao Rice Terraces. The report reiterated the
significance of Ifugao culture as manifested in
the rice terraces and the hudhud chant,
respectively inscribed as UNESCO World
Heritage Site and Masterpiece of Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity.

Dr. Zialcita, NatCom SHS Committee Commissioner
presents The Market Economy's Impact on the Ifugao
Rice Terraces.

to land (rice terraces), access to capital has
become increasingly important. To mitigate the
abandonment of the Ifugao Rice Terraces in the
capitalist world, the rice terraces should be seen
as capital that can yield wealth; conceived not
merely as an economic capital, but also as
cultural and social capital. The prestige of the
Rice Terraces can be promoted to tourists who
are most likely willing to pay more in order to
enjoy the products of the heritage site.
The study further recommended the conduct
of cultural mapping of unique cultural
attractions for each of the World Heritage Site
clusters. This was recommended in view of the
disparity of tourism success of the five sites of
World Heritage which presently is only
centralized in the Batad cluster of Rice Terraces.

Education
Mr. Rozanno Rufino, the coordinator of
DepEd Indigenous People's Education (IPEd),
and representing the NatCom Education
Committee's project team on IP Education,
reported the results of the project, Transforming
the Gohang National High School (GNHS) to a

Mr. Rozano Rufino reports on Transforming the Gohang
National High School to a Special High School for the
Conservation of the Ifugao Rice Terraces.

With the support of UNESCO Participation
Programme 2012-2013, DepEd seeks to
develop a solid program foundation that ensures
key elements of a sustainable Indigenous
Peoples Education. Community engagement,
curriculum development, capacity development
and advocacy were the activities implemented.
The initiative put importance on the
involvement of school staff and eldersrepresentatives. In pursuing the realization of
indigenous people's rights, discussion of laws
and practices of the communities were
conducted in formulating the curriculum of the
special high school. The agricultural cycle is the
base of the curriculum. Teachers, school head
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Panelists pose together with some participants.

and other implementers of the initiative were
given onsite learning (immersion) through
Talaandig School of Living Tradition and
Tugdaan Mangyan Center for Learning and
Development.
A strong holdback to this initiative is the
perception that farming or going to the field is
the old way of life and that IpEd is not designed
for advancement of the students but promotes
backwardness. The advocacy that the school
intentionally communicates is that its
contribution to the conservation of rice terraces
is in “developing an ancestral domain-based,
culture-based and contextualized education
towards cultural and global competence.”

Q&A Session, chaired by Ms. Antonia Yulo-Loyzaga,
NatCom S&T Committee Commissioner and Executive
Director, the Manila Observatory, helped bring up
meaningful insights and recommendations from the
audience.
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Towards Developing a Database of
Statistics and Indicators on/for UNESCO's
Sectoral Programmes

E

stablished in 1999, the UNESCO Institute
for Statistics (UIS) consolidates comparative
data on education, science and technology,
culture, and communication—the fields of
competence of UNESCO—from over 200
countries and territories worldwide. The aim of
UIS is to monitor trends and track progress at the
national and international levels.
To ensure that the data are comparable
across nations, UNESCO developed standard
indicators for each field that are published
annually or biennially.
A number of important global databases
and reports depend on data produced by UIS,
including:
• UN Data and the Millennium
Development Goals of the UN Statistics
Division;
• Human Development Index and Human
Development Report of the UN
Development Programme;
• EDStats Database, World Development
Indicators, and World Development
Report of the World Bank;
• ICT Development Index of the
International Telecommunications Union;
and

• Global Innovation Index Report of the
World Intellectual Property Organization.
Recognizing the importance of supplying UIS
timely and accurate data, the Philippines
National Commission for UNESCO initiated an
inventory of the education, science and
technology, culture, and communication
statistics being collected by relevant government
agencies in these sectors, as part of their regular
administrative reporting or through specialpurpose surveys and questionnaires. The idea is
to compile available data from various
government agencies (and also other sources),
and examine how these compare with, or are
able to meet the data reporting requirements of
UIS. This project which was commissioned to a
team headed by Dr. Alvin Ang of the Philippine
Economic Society is expected to identify gaps or
deficiencies in currently available data and the
Philippines' challenges in supplying the
necessary figures and information on UIS
sectoral indicators.
Data collection/compilation for the study
began in June 2014 and this entailed several
visits to as many as eighteen (18) offices/
agencies: four (4) for the Education Sector; seven
(7) for the Sciences (Natural and Social and
Human Sciences) Sector; six (6) for the Culture
Sector; and five (5) for the Communication Sector.
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The data compilation process has been
completed and these data sets are available at
PHL NatCom. Draft reports for each of the
Sectoral Programmes have been shared with the
PHL NatCom Committees in charge of these
sectors, while a final report is being worked on
by the project team. In addition to an integrative
essay that describes the project's general
findings and recommendations, the final project
report describes in detail the following:
• the institutional framework for data
collection per sector;
• the flow of data collection and reporting
within and across agencies;
• the range and nature of available data
per sector as against the statistics and
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indicators collected and maintained by
UIS; and
• the issues and challenges in data
collection, consolidation, and reporting
per sector.
The project report is envisioned to provide
the inputs and basis for a roundtable
presentation and discussion of the project
findings and recommendations in the first half of
2015, with the planning officers, and data
collection and reporting units of concerned
government agencies in attendance. The
objective of the roundtable is to catalyze action
towards improving the Philippines data
collection and reporting systems along the lines
maintained by UIS for UNESCO's sectoral
programmes.

Networks and International
Cooperation/Exchanges
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The ACCU-PH ASPnet RICE Project:
Lessons in Sustainability

T

he Philippines-Associated Schools Project
Network (ASPnet) gathered on 04
December 2014 for a trip to Los Baños, Laguna
to witness the culminating activity of the RICE
Project sponsored by Japan-based Asia-Pacific
Cultural Centre for UNESCO (ACCU). This
project was implemented in the Philippines by
two ASPnet Schools: the Care Elementary School
of Barangay Care, Tarlac City, and the
Philippine High School for the Arts located in Mt.
Makiling, Los Baños, Laguna.
Established in Tokyo in April 1971, through
the joint efforts of both public and private sectors
in Japan, ACCU sought to promote mutual
understanding and cultural cooperation among
peoples in the region. ACCU has since been
implementing various regional cooperation
programmes in the fields of culture, education
and personnel exchange in close collaboration
with UNESCO and its Member-States in Asia
and the Pacific.
In 2013, ACCU partnered with selected
ASPnet schools in several countries of the region
(Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, India and
Republic of Korea) to begin its RICE Project. This
project was designed to nurture, promote and
link good ESD practices through building an
international collaborative network of ASPnet
schools throughout the Asia‐Pacific. Each
participating school was expected to develop a
project around the common theme RICE and

how this particular good or product is linked with
sustainability concerns or issues.
The project was coordinated by ACCU's
Project Specialist Miki Saito with PH NatCom. At
school-level, Principal Eliseo Pangan and
Teacher Erna Tañedo assumed leadership and
responsibility for project implementation at Care
Elementary School; while Principal Victor
Emmanuel Carmelo D. Nadera, Jr. and Teachers
Robert Medina, Ronaldo Abuan and Victor
Emmanuel Flor did so at the Philippine High
School for the Arts.
The culminating activity of the ACCU-PH
ASPnet RICE Project held in Los Baños
began with a visit to the International Rice
Research Institute (IRRI), the world's foremost
R&D institution for rice. The ASPnet teachers and
students who joined the field trip were given a
guided tour of IRRI's Rice Museum and a
familiarization lecture on IRRI's programs and
activities. As many of the PH ASPnet group
were visiting IRRI for the first time, they found the
visit most informative. They were shown the
many varying (local) conditions and
topographies where rice is grown, not only in the
Philippines but across Asia and other world
regions; as well as the different technologies that
have been used in rice production over time.
They were also introduced to the newest
research and development work of IRRI
including the breeding of better rice varieties to
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boost rice production in marginal areas, cope
with climate change, and promote stability and
sustainability of rice production. The ASPnet
group were warmly received by IRRI Visitors and
Exhibit Officer Bea Ladra Martinez of Riceworld
(Rice Museum) and IRRI Deputy Executive
Director Bruce Tolentino Jr.

Elementary School Project Team then invited
everyone to partake of their local rice recipes, a
wide variety of rice cakes (bibingka, puto, suman,
biko, sapin-sapin) and rice dishes (bringhe,
paellas) which they cooked and brought to Los
Baños. Care's rice cuisine brought the realization
of rice as good, nutritious and enjoyable food.

From the rice science learned at IRRI, the
ASPnet schoolers proceeded to the Philippine
High School for the Arts to witness the latter's
final project output from its involvement in the
RICE project. This consisted of a theater
performance of song and dance
and poetry, celebrating the
myths, rituals and festivals
surrounding the planting,
growing and harvesting of rice
in the Philippines. Ably
performed by the senior
students of the Philippine High
School for the Arts, the theater
play was a tribute to the
country's premiere arts school,
and brought to the viewers'
consciousness the role that rice
plays in promoting social
cohesion and unity in Philippine
communities.

Reflecting on the knowledge gained from the
IRRI field trip and the sharing of ACCU-PH
ASPnet's project outputs, it was indeed clear that
many dimensions of living, and of life itself,
converge in a grain called RICE.

After the performance, the group then
watched the Care Elementary School teachers
and students demonstrate their RICE Project
output, which this time, focused on the grain as a
consumable product and source of livelihood
and heritage. A brief history was presented of
Barangay Care as a rice growing area; Care
Elementary School as servicing pupils from rice
farming households; and Care's local economy
as driven by rice trading and industry. As such,
the locality has developed its own extant rice
cuisine—versions of otherwise common ricebased cooking in the Philippines. The Care

The PH ASPnet group during the field trip at IRRI

The group sampled a variety of rice-based products including
puto (steamed rice cake) brought by Care Elementary School.
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Partnering with UNESCO Centres
in the Region
UNESCO MGIEP

UNESCO Category 1 Institute in Asia. It seeks “to
address the challenges of conflict, insecurity and
unsustainable development through
education.” MGIEP's core mission thus, is
“to build capacities of Member-States and
strengthen policy to foster transformative
education for peace, sustainability, human wellbeing, and global citizenship.”

I

MGIEP's Governing Board is chaired by Dr.
Karan Singh (member of India's Upper House of
Parliament and of UNESCO's Executive Board). It
has nine (9) international members in its 13-seat
Governing Board. MGIEP's Director is Professor
Anantha Kumar Duraiappah.

n 2014, PH NatCom Secretary General
Virginia A. Miralao joined the Governing
Board of the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of
Education for Peace and Sustainable
Development (MGIEP).
Established in July 2012 through an
Agreement between UNESCO and the Republic
of India, MGIEP is a UNESCO Category 1
Institute hosted by the Indian Government and
based in New Delhi. MGIEP is the first and only

Dr. Miralao attended MGIEP's 1st Governing
Board Meeting in March 2014, and the First
Meeting of its Executive Committee in November
2014.

Dr. Miralao with fellow MGIEP Governing Board Member, Dr. Tao Zhan, Director General of the Education Management Centre,
China, and MGIEP Director, Prof. Anantha Kumar Duraiappah, following UNESCO Director General Irina Bokava's delivery of
the First UNESCO MGIEP Distinguished Lecture on “Diverse Societies, Inclusive Democracies: New Skills for a Sustainable
World” at the Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi, 25 November 2014.
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UNESCO-APCEIU

Since 2013, Dr. Miralao has also been serving
on the Governing Board of the Asia-Pacific
Centre of Education for International
Understanding (APCEIU), a Category 2 Centre
under the auspices of UNESCO. Hosted and
funded by the Korean Government, APCEIU has
its offices in Seoul.
APCEIU works with 47 UNESCO MemberStates in the Asia Pacific Region in the area of
Education for International Understanding
(EIU)—seen as a “holistic and multidimensional
education initiative to promote a Culture of
Peace.” The Centre has three (3) international
members in its 11-seat Governing Board that is
chaired by Dr. Bae Kidong, Professor of
Hanyang University and Director of Jeongok
Prehistory Museum. APCEIU's Director is Dr.
Chung Utak.
APCEIU runs several projects in several
countries each year. The Philippines has been an
active partner in many of these including the
Ko r e a - P h i l i p p i n e s Te a c h e r E x c h a n g e
Programme, which is going on its third year. In
2014, PH NatCom facilitated the submission of
Filipino nominations to the Centre's EIU Best
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Practices Award, one of which, the Cartwheel
Foundation, successfully garnered this
recognition for its program on “Early Childhood
and Elementary Education for Indigenous
Learners.”
Cartwheel Foundation runs the above
program among the Higaonon community in
Sinakungan, Agusan del Sur. Cartwheel was
recognized for bringing culturally-relevant
education to Higaonon young learners and
mobilizing support for this initiative from
community members, teachers and other
partner agencies. Bricks Sintaon, Cartwheel
Education Coordinator along with other staff,
Berose Tocal and Pia Ortiz, were awarded with
the EIU Best Practices Award. Representatives
from UNESCO-APCEIU Wonjin Lim and
Yeonwoo Lee visited the Cartwheel office on
December 1, 2014 to meet with the program
team and learn more about the education
innovations practiced within the Sinakungan
community.

Cartwheel team members Berose Tacal, Pia Ortiz-Luis,
Bricks Sintaon, with APCEIU representatives Yeonwoo
Lee and Wonjin Lim
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Follow-up Activities of German-designed
Student Training for Entrepreneurial
Promotion (STEP) Program

U

pon request of the German
National Commission for
UNESCO, PHL NatCom facilitated
exploratory meetings on the
implementation of the Germandesigned Student Training for
Entrepreneurial Promotion (STEP)
Program in the Philippines, with
some top-notch business schools in
October 2013. The meetings
resulted in a Training-of-Trainers
(ToT) held at the De La Salle
University in December 2013.
The STEP Program team, led by Dr. Michael
Frese, Program Designer and Professor at the
National University of Singapore and Leuphana,
University of Lueneburg, planned to return to the
Philippines in January 2015 to conduct a ToT
workshop at the Bicol University, one of
university-participants during the first ToT.
The training, which is unprecedented in Asia,
aims to prepare for the forthcoming wider
implementation of the STEP training at the same
university slated in July 2015. Aside from Dr.
Michael Frese, the following comprise the STEP
team which conducted the training: Prof. Kim
Marie Bischoff from Leuphana, University of
Lueneburg, and Gabriel Henry Jacob from
National University of Singapore. Ms. Kathrin
Wolf, trainee at the German NatCom, assisted
the team's activities and served as one of the
training's resource persons. In total, 17 trainees

The STEP team with the ToT participants

from Bicol University attended and completed the
STEP ToT workshop.
The ToT introduced trainers to the concept of
an action-oriented training, and the structure and
content of the innovative entrepreneurship
program. STEP is an entrepreneurship training
program that aims to provide trainees with
knowledge and skills for an alternative career
option: self-employment. It has the following
three main objectives: (1) changing the trainee's
attitude towards entrepreneurship and selfemployment as a feasible and attractive career
option; (2) boosting the start-up rate of new
ventures; and (3) produce job creators rather
than job seekers. Using rigorous scientific
standards, impact evaluation of previous STEP
trainings conducted in developing countries show
that the STEP training has met these objectives.
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The International Youth Development
Summit 2014 of the National Association
of UNESCO Clubs in the Philippines

T

he International Youth Development
Summit 2014 (IYDS 2014) was organized
by the National Association of UNESCO Clubs
in the Philippines (NAUCP) and PH NatCom,
with the City Government of Pasay and the
Climate Change Commission of the Philippines.
The Summit focused on the theme “Reimagining
a Peaceful and Resilient World Beyond 2015”
and was held on 20-23 September at Atrium
Hotel in Pasay City.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Nick Ruben,
representing Pasay City Mayor Antonio Calixto,
encouraged the youth to take an active role in
various causes and activities that promote good
governance, environmental protection and
other developmental and civic works.
Meanwhile, Dr. Virginia A. Miralao, SecretaryGeneral of the Philippines National
Commission for UNESCO, stressed in her
speech the important role of youth as today's
and (not tomorrow's) citizens and change
makers who can bring peace, and put an end to
conflict and strife, grinding poverty and glaring
inequalities.
Prof. Serafin Arviola Jr., Chairman of
NAUCP, provided an overview of the Summit
and of its objectives and expected outcomes.
Serving also as NAUCP's General Assembly, the
Summit sought to establish relationships and
linkages among UNESCO Clubs in order to

strengthen efforts in sharing projects ideas and
activities.
On the first day of the event, two topics were
discussed during the plenary sessions. Mr.
Gregorio Tingson, Chairman of National Youth
Commission, talked about Youth Development
and MDG Achievements; while Mr. Adrian
Martinez, Chairman of Pasay Youth
Development Council shared how this
organization works to help the city in Poverty
Eradication and Climate Change Adaptation. In
the evening, the orientation regarding the
summit and academic contests were provided by
Prof. Arviola. Thereafter, Mr. Jonathan Jaime
Guerrero facilitated a gathering to allow all
participants to socialize with each other. Games
and other activities were conducted to
encourage camaraderie and unity among
participants.
Breakout sessions were conducted on the
second day of the Summit. These included
presentation of papers/researches bearing on
UNESCO's five sectoral programs. These were
facilitated by PH Natcom Programme Officers:
Emmy Anne Yanga (Communication and
Information and Social and Human Sciences);
Gay Alfred Blanco (Science and Technology);
Rex A. Ubac Jr. (Education); and Adriann J.
Caldozo (Culture).
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On the same day, a General Assembly of
NAUCP members was held. Incumbent Chair,
Prof. Arviola, delivered his report detailing
accomplishments during his term. This was
followed by the election of the new Board
Directors and NAUCP officers.
The third day was devoted to discussions on
building a peaceful and resilient world. Mr. Raji
Paul Tañada facilitated the discussion on the
presentations made by Ms. Jasmin Jusein, a
former member of the Kingdom of Bahrain
Parliament, who talked about different issues
that overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) in
Bahrain are facing, and Dr. Nada Dhaif,
Chairperson of the Bahrain Rehabilitation &
Anti-Violence Organization (BRAVO), who
discussed freedom as an instrument for change.
Atty. Alexander Lacson, Chairman of
Ka b a y a n i h a n Fo u n d a t i o n , a n d A t t y.
Mohammad Al-Amin Julkipli, spoke
respectively on political governance and the
Philippine government's ongoing talks with the
Moro Islamic Liberation Front.
The afternoon sessions focused on building
climate change and disaster resilient

communities. Ms. Rosalina de Guzman, Chief of
PAGASA's Climate Change Data Section, gave a
talk on the atmospheric conditions in the
Philippines; while Ms. Pebbles Sanchez, Project
Director of the Climate Change Commission of
the Philippines, and Mr. Niño Pinalva, Project
Officer at DENR, spoke on the importance of
promoting climate change consciousness.
The Summit ended with a closing ceremony
that was graced by Hon. Emi Rubiano-Calixto,
Congresswoman of Pasay City, who thanked
NAUCP for holding this event in the city. Hon.
Paolo Benigno Aguino IV, Senator of the Republic
of the Philippines, delivered an inspirational talk
on youth and leadership. Finally, the Awardees
for Outstanding UNESCO Clubs, Youth Leaders
and Academic Contest winners were
recognized.

PROJECT PROPOSAL CONTEST
Champion
Dr. Emilio B. Espinosa, Sr.
Memorial State College of Agriculture
and Technology
• Louie Ramilo
• Ariel Hermosa
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FACE PAINT CONTEST
1st Place
Dr. Emilio B. Espinosa, Sr.
Memorial State College of Agriculture
and Technology Student Council
• Argio B. Palanas III
• Hazel M. Abraham
• Ruben R. Capile Jr.
2nd Place
Puerto Princesa City National
Science High School
• Syra Grace S. Vigonte
• Angelli Gat P. Mangasep
3rd Place
St Paul University Philippines
• Pierre Andrew C. Mirasol IV
• Jeshary Joreth S. Trinidad
• Jomica D. Borja
• Angeline Marie Y. Gomer

QUIZ BOWL UN MDG's
College Level
1st Place: BU-UNESCO Club
• Errol M. Gallego
• Sean Patrick A. Sta. Isabel
• John Christopher G. Sta. Ana
2nd Place: University of San
Agustin-Iloilo
• Marie Julienne V. Caballete
• Nina Margaret Joy H. Armanda
• Claire B. Panizal
3rd Place: Miriam College
• Maria Beatrice M. Passe
• Katrina M. Hizon
• Andrea P. Conopio
High School Level

POSTER MAKING CONTEST
1st Place
De La Salle Zobel
• Ma. Margarita V. Marquez
2nd Place
LNU UNESCO Club
• Marco Allan P. Bondoc
3rd Place
Eastern Samar State University
• Jessah Simplicia F. Clarito

1st Place: Lyceum Northwestern
University
• Keith France M. Manio
• Karenina C. Santos
• Erwin Ortiz
2nd Place: BUCEILS High School
Department
• Clouie Jeanne Dimatulac
• Ashley Marie J. Rances
• Alona L. Marjalino

DANCE MOVE CONTEST
1st Place
Puerto Princesa City National Science
High School
2nd Place
Bicol University
3rd Place
De La Salle Araneta University

3rd Place: Puerto Princesa City
National Science High School
• Kristine Monica C. Ello
• Kyla Angelica M. Esguerra
• Rodelyn Flores
• Frances Geri D. Baaco

2014 Most Outstanding UNESCO Club Youth Leader of the Philippines:
Lara Jean L. Salaysay (PNU-Manila UNESCO Club)
2014 Most Outstanding UNESCO Club of the Philippines:
Cebu Institute of Technology-Industrial Engineering Council
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International Meetings and Conferences

Throughout the year, the PH NatCom receives from UNESCO and its networks invitations to
various international meetings, conferences, workshops, exchanges, and programmes. As part of
the country's participation, the invitations are distributed or forwarded to appropriate agencies or
experts to put forward the Philippine experiences and expertise in the international community, while
also learning from the experiences of other participants coming from the different places and
perspectives.
In 2014, 31 Filipinos participated in 28 of these meetings and conferences as listed in the table.
N AM E O F
DELEG ATE/PARTICIPAN T

O RG AN IZER

EVEN T

DATE (2014)
AN D PLACE

Eric B. Zerrudo
PH N atCom

UN ESCO

W orld Heritage Com m ittee
O rientation Session

23-24 January
Paris, France

Virginia A. M iralao
PH N atCom

UN ESCO M ahatm a
G andhi Institute of
Education for Peace and
Sustainable Developm ent

First G overning Board
M eeting of M ahatm a
G andhi Institute of
Education for Peace and
Sustainable Developm ent

13-14 M arch
N ew Delhi, India

M ary Jane Louise A. Bolunia
N ational M useum of the
Philippines

UN ESCO , United States
N ational M arine
Sanctuary Foundation,
and the University of
Hawaii

Second Asia-Pacific
Regional Conference on
Underwater Cultural
Heritage

12-16 M ay
Honolulu, Hawaii

Billy Ray M alacura
Benjie Apostol
Cultural Heritage Studies
M aster’s Students

State Party of Q atar and
Q atar M useum s
Authority

International W orld
Heritage Youth Forum

4-15 June
Doha, Q atar

M ichael F. M analo
Eric B. Zerrudo
Cristina G . O rtega
Dom ingo A. M adulid
Ana M aria Theresa P. Labrador
Philippine Panel of Experts for
W orld Heritage,
PH N atCom

UN ESCO

38th W orld Heritage
Com m ittee Session

15-25 June
Doha, Q atar

Jerom e Q . N eyra
M aria Victoria Punay
PH N atCom
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Virginia A. M ira lao
PH NatCom

UN ESCO, National
C ommission of th e
R epub lic of Kazakhstan
for UNE SCO and
ISESC O

First Inter regional Meeting
of N ational C ommissions
for UNE SCO

22-24 July 2014
Astana, Kazakh stan

Ronald A. Gon zales
N ation al Association of UN ESCO
Clu bs in the Philippines

UNE SCO Asia-Pacific
Centre of Edu cation for
International
Understan din g

14th Asia-Pacific Tr ain ing
Wor kshop on Edu cation for
In tern ational
Understanding: Foster ing
Global Citizenship

21-29 Au gust
Seoul, Korea

Zenaida T. Domingo
Eloisa M. Ramirez
UN ESCO SEA CLLSD

In donesian M inistry of
Education and Cu ltu re:
Director ate G eneral of
Early Ch ildhood, N onFormal an d In formal
Edu cation

International Seminar on
Empower ing C ommunity
Learn ing Cen ters in
Enh ancing Learning Society
thr oug h Edu cation for
Su stainable Development

02-05 September
Jakarta, Indonesia

Robert M edin a
Philippin e High School for the Arts

UNE SCO Asia-Pacific
Centre of Edu cation for
International
Understanding,
Indonesian National
Commission for
UN ESCO

Education for Sustainable
Developmen t Wor kshop
2014

3-6 September
Malang, Indonesia

Michael F. Man alo
PH NatCom

Instituto N aciona l de
An tropologia e Historia
(National Institu te for
Anthropology an d
History)

Veinte Años d el Docume nto
de Na ra: Sus Aportacion es
en la defin icion del
Concepto de Pa trimonio
In ma terial (The Nara
Document 20 Years
Hen ce: Its Con tribution to
Defining the Con cepts of
Intangible C ultural
Heritage)

24-26 September
Gu adalajara , Mexico

Michael F. Man alo
PH NatCom

Autoridad d e la Zona
Patrimon io Mu ndia l
Na tura l y Cultural d e la
Humanid ad en
Xochimilco, Tlahu ac y
M ilp a Alta (Authority for
the Natu ral and Cu ltu ral
World Heritage Zones of
Xochimilco, Tlahua c,
and M ilpa Alta)

Jorna da In terna tional Sobre
Pa trimonio Cultura l
Prod uctivo (Inter national
Confer en ce on Agricultur al
Her itage Systems)

27 -30 September
Mexico City, M exico

UNE SCO Asia-Pacific
Centre of Edu cation for
International
Understan din g

Rice Project Wor kshop and
ASPUnivN et (InterUn iversity Network
Sup porting the UNESCO
ASPn et)

2-3 October
Sendai, Japan

Eliseo S. P angan
Care Elementary School
Jerome Q. Neyra
PH NatCom

Eric B. Zerru do
PH NatCom

Eliseo S. P angan
Care Elementary School
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Zenaida T. Domingo
UNESCO SEA CLLSD

Okayama Municipal
Government, Executive
Committee for
Kominkan-CLC
Conference, Ministry of
Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and
Technology-Japan,
UNESCO Bangkok,
UNESCO Institute for
Lifelong Learning

Kominkan-Community
Learning Center
International Conference:
Community-based Human
Development for
Sustainable Society

9-12 October
Okayama, Japan

International Council on
Monument and SitesChina and Yunnan
Provincial Bureau of
Cultural Heritage

International Workshop on
Sustainable Development
of the Cultural Landscape
Honghe Hani Rice Terraces

26 October- 1
November
Yunnan Province,
China

Japanese National
Commission for
UNESCO

UNESCO ASPnet
International ESD Events for
Students and Teachers

4-8 November
Nagoya, Japan

Robert Medina
Philippine High School for the Arts

Asia-Pacific Cultural
Centre for UNESCO

Education for Sustainable
Development Rice Project
Study and Exchange Visit in
Japan

6-12 November
Okayama and Tokyo,
Japan

Rainer A. Ibana
PH NatCom

UNESCO

Annual Workshop on
Transformative Knowledge

16-20 November
Potsdam, Germany

Zenaida T. Domingo
Lucio Sia
UNESCO SEA CLLSD

UNESCO Asia-Pacific
Centre of Education for
International
Understanding

Consultation Meeting of
the UNESCO Category 2
Centres in Education:
“Towards Post-2015:
Fostering Global
Citizenship for a Peaceful
and Sustainable Future”

17-18 November
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Rainer A. Ibana
PH NatCom

UNESCO

World Philosophy Day

20 November
Paris, France

Rex A. Ubac
PH NatCom

Roscoe Kalaw
Ifugao Cultural Heritage Office
Adriann J. Caldozo
PH NatCom

Abigail Ann A. Ching
Miriam College High School
James Matthew B. David
Pax et Lumen International
Academy
Kizza Marie C. Ebaldone
Jaro National High School
Adrian M. Ko
Ramon Pascual Institute
Allan Bernard R. Aman
Ramon Pascual Institute
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Virginia A. Miralao
PH NatCom

UNESCO Mahatma
Gandhi Institute of
Education for Peace and
Sustainable Development

First Executive Committee
Meeting of UNESCO
Mahatma Gandhi Institute
of Education for Peace and
Sustainable Development

25-27 November
New Delhi, India

Virginia A. Miralao
PH NatCom

UNESCO Asia-Pacific
Centre of Education for
International
Understanding

11th Governing Board
Session of UNESCO AsiaPacific Centre of Education
for International
Understanding

7-9 December
Seoul, Korea

Eric B. Zerrudo
PH NatCom

International Centre for
the Study of the
Preservation and
Restoration of Cultural
Property

Forum on Authenticity in
Asian Context

7-12 December
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Thomas Edison E. Dela Cruz
University of Santo Tomas

UNESCO Jakarta,
UNESCO Phnom Penh,
and Ministry of
Environment, Cambodia

Eighth South East Asia
Biosphere Reserves
Network Meeting

14-15 December
Siem Reap,
Cambodia

Second Asia-Pacific
Biosphere Reserves
Network Strategic Meeting

15-17 December
Siem Reap,
Cambodia

Asia-Pacific Workshop on
Strengthening Capacity of
Management of Biosphere
Reserves and Protected
Areas

18-19 December
Siem Reap,
Cambodia

Task Force Meeting

15-19 December
Rabat, Morocco

Medrono P. Cabrestante
Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development
Lindsay A. Barrientos
Gay Alfred A. Blanco
PH NatCom

Lucio Sia
UNESCO SEA CLLSD

International Task Force
on Teachers for
Education for All

Policy Dialogue Forum
Experts’ Meeting on
Teacher Management in
Fragile States
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Grants and Awards
UNESCO and its affiliated institutions and networks, in pursuit of scientific, educational and
cultural endeavor grant peace, awards prizes and scholarships to individuals, organizations and
projects. In 2014, the Philippines is proud to have two awards and three scholarship grants.
RECIPIENT

ORGANIZER

GRANT/AWARD

Lhareine Divine Grace G. Javier
King Laurenz S. Masilungan
Region IV-B Regional Science
High School Alumni

UNESCO and Athabasca University

Online Media and Information
Literacy and Intercultural Dialogue
(March – May 2014)

Raymund Anthony M. Suba
Kali Arnis Martial Arts
Organization (KAMAO)

Korea's World Martial Arts Union

Taekkyeon Cultural Exchange
Program (June-December 2014)

Sintaon Bricks
Education Coordinator,
Cartwheel Foundation, Inc.

UNESCO Asia-Pacific Centre of
Education for International
Understanding

Education for International
Understanding Best Practices 2014

Thomas Edison E. Dela Cruz
University of Santo Tomas

UNESCO

MAB Young Scientist Award 2014

Anita II Alvarez Odchiman
Tokyo Institute of Technology

UNESCO/Poland

Fellowship Programme Engineering
Cycle 2014

UNESCO's South East Asia
Centre of Lifelong Learning
for Sustainable Development
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UNESCO's South East Asia Centre
of Lifelong Learning for Sustainable
Development

O

wing to SEA CLLSD's and PH NatCom's
still limited success in obtaining a more
substantial budget, the Centre has not been
able to carry out fully the work plan it had
proposed at the 1st Governing Board Meeting.
It pursued several partnerships with other
agencies or offices however, as co-host and coorganizer of the events and conferences on
themes/topics relating to lifelong learning for
sustainable development.

economies while fostering local cultural
identities. From this partnership with NCCA, SEA
CLLSD released its third publication, Youth as
Movers of Creative Industries in Southeast Asia,
which features some seven young creative
professionals/entrepreneurs in the region (one
each from Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei, and
two each from Myanmar and the Philippines)
and highlights the role of lifelong learning in the
success of their business ventures.

Workshops and Conferences
Conducted
In June 2014, SEA CLLSD co-organized a
Roundtable Dialogue on “Lifelong Learning
and Social Entrepreneurship in Creative
Industries among the Youth” with the Cultural
Education Program of the National
Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA).
The Roundtable was held at The Bayleaf Hotel in
Intramuros, Manila and attended by some 60
participants comprising of creative artists, social
entrepreneurs, arts organizations, and other
interested parties. Some 13 speakers (with 2
from Indonesia and another 2 from Cambodia)
shared their best practices and initiatives in
nurturing creativity, entrepreneurship and
lifelong learning among the youth to grow local

Also earlier during the year, SEA CLLSD
released a magazine publication from the
Ageing in the Asia-Pacific Conference which the
Centre co-sponsored with the Association of
Asian Social Science Research Councils
(AASSREC) in Cebu City in April 2013. Based on
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the papers presented at the conference, the
publication, titled Learning Possibilities in an
Aging Asia, examines how lifelong learning
policies and programs contribute to “active
aging” (remaining intellectually and physically
active in one's senior years) and to the
sustainability of demographically changed
Asian societies in the not too distant future.
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Chair of both NatCom and SEA CLLSD. Mr.
Danilo Padilla, Chief of ESD Unit, attended on
behalf of UNESCO's representative to the
Board, Dr. Gwang Jo-Kim, Director of the
UNESCO Regional Bureau for Asia and the
Pacific Office in Bangkok. Representing other
Member-States were Dr. Socheata Soeur,
Undersecretary, Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports, Kingdom of Cambodia; Dr. Faisal
Madani, Researcher, Secretariat of the
Directorate General of Early Childhood, NonFormal and Informal Education, Ministry of
Education and Culture, Republic of Indonesia
(representing Dr. Ella Yulaelawati, Secretary,
MoEC); Ms. Nadia Leee Siew Abdullah, Deputy
Director, Department of Planning, Development
and Research, Ministry of Education, Brunei
Darussalam (representing Dr. Hazri Kifle, Head
of Higher Education Division, MoE).

Other members of the Board who were also
present at the meeting were Dr. Leticia PenanoHo, President, Philippine Center for Gifted
In October 2014, SEA CLLSD convened its Education and Commissioner, PH NatCom
Second Governing Board Meeting at the Education Committee, and Ms. Lucille Gregorio,
Bayleaf Hotel. The meeting was chaired by Hon. Executive Director, Foundation for the Promotion
Herminio Coloma, NatCom Vice Chair and of Science and Mathematics Education and
Secretary of Presidential Communications Research, Inc. Mr. Irfan Karim, Senior Officer of
Operations Office, on behalf of Foreign Affairs Indonesia's MoEC, and Ms. Zuriana Mohd Said,
Secretary Albert del Rosario, the designated Education Officer of Brunei Darussalam's
Department of Planning, attended as
alternate delegates. Aside from the
Secretariat of the NatCom and SEA
CLLSD, Ms. Angela Alfafara of the
Philippines Department of Foreign
Affairs' (DFA) United Nations and
International Organizations unit
served as resource persons. The
members noted that despite the
Centre's organizational and financial
PCOO Secretary Sonny Coloma, NatCom and SEA CLLSD Vice-Chairperson
(2nd from left) is joined by: (L-R) Ms. Cecile Javillonar, Director of Presidential
constraints, it has achieved great
Communications Operations Office (PCOO); Dr. Virginia Miralao, NatCom
Secretary-General; and Dr. Zenaida Domingo, SEA CLLSD Interim Director.
strides in partnering with national,
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regional, and international bodies to pursue
activities on lifelong learning for sustainable
development. The Board likewise discussed the
approval of the appointment of Dr. Lucio Sia, a
recently-retired UNESCO Headquarters
Education Specialist, as SEA CLLSD's Executive
Director.

risk assessment, policies for risk reduction,
education sector plans for risk reduction,
implementation of priority C/DRR programmes,
teaching and learning, organizational
arrangements and coordination, costing and
financing, monitoring and evaluation and
capacity development. The report served as a
starting point for experience sharing on
strategies and suggestions on how best to
integrate C/DRR into educator sector policy as
well as to identify priority areas and next steps as
the project goes forward.

Members of the Governing Board convened for SEA
CLLSD's Second Meeting: (L-R) Mr. Irfan Karim (Indonesia);
Dr. Faisal Madani (Indonesia); Ms. Nadia Leee Siew
Abdullah (Brunei Darussalam); Ms. Zuriana Mohd Said
(Brunei Darussalam); Mr. Danilo Padilla (UNESCO Bangkok);
and Dr. Socheata Soeur (Cambodia).

With UNESCO-Bangkok and through
Governing Board Member Mr. Danilo Padilla,
SEA CLLSD convened a three-day Education in
Emergencies (EiE) Workshop at The Bayleaf
Hotel from 02 to 04 November 2014. More
than 40 education professionals from
throughout the region took part in the
Workshop, including education ministry
officials as well as representatives from
international non-government organizations
such as Save the Children, Plan International,
World Vision, International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies, and the
Institute for Global Environmental Strategies, to
discuss how to equip young people with disaster
preparedness and mitigation knowledge along
with strengthening the resiliency of education
systems. The Workshop resulted in a regional
report on EiE which covers conflict and disaster

Participants gather in a circle for an Evaluation Activity
during the EiE workshop.

At the close of 2014, the Singapore-based
Asia-Pacific Regional Network for Early
Childhood (ARNEC) and the Early Child Care
Development Council of the Philippines
partnered with SEA CLLSD in organizing the
Early Childhood Care International Conference,
with the theme “ECD on the Global Agenda:
Building Partnerships for Sustainability and
Harmony.” The Conference was held at the
Crowne Plaza Hotel on 03 to 05 December
2014. Some 300 participants—150 from
different Asian countries and 150 from the
Philippines and comprised of educators, early
childhood experts, government delegates and
policy makers, and representatives of UN
agencies and NGOs—attended the Conference
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which highlighted ECD as an important focus
and strategy in the post-MDG global
development agenda.

Participation in International Fora
During the year, SEA CLLSD has likewise
made its voice heard in various international
fora which discussed post- education
development agenda in light of the end of the
implementation of the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development and Millennium
Development Goals.

Recommendation offers suggestions for new
and continuing sustainability programs in the
post-2014 DESD period.

Courtesy of SEA CLLSD Governing Board
Member, Dr. Ella Yulaelawati, SEA CLLSD,
represented by Dr. Zenaida Domingo, Interim
Director, and Ms. Eloisa Ramirez, Programme
Officer, was invited by Indonesia's Ministry of
Education and Culture to co-organize the 2014
International Seminar on Empowering CLCs
(Community Learning Centres) in Enhancing
Learning Society through ESD. Held in Jakarta
in September 2014, the International Seminar
was attended by over 100 participants from 14
countries from South East, South, and East Asia,
representing education and other government
ministries, non-formal education institutions
and CLCs, women's groups and civic
organizations. The event provided a platform
for the sharing of country policies and practices
in promoting ESD in non-formal settings or
through CLCs. The seminar exchanges and
discussions gave rise to the “Jakarta
Recommendation” which was presented at the
World Conference on Kominkan/CLCs in
Okayama, Japan in early October 2014 to
mark the end of the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development. The Jakarta

SEA CLLSD Interim Director, Dr. Zenaida
Domingo, and Incoming Executive Director, Dr.
Lucio Sia, Jr., participated in a Consultation
Meeting of Category 2 Centres in Education on
16 to 19 November 2014 in Colombo City, Sri
Lanka. Convened by APCEIU, Sri Lanka Ministry
of Education, and UNESCO South Asian Centre
for Teacher Development, the Meeting had for
its theme “Towards Post-2015: Fostering Global
Citizenship for a Peaceful and Sustainable
Future.” The participants met with the following
objectives: discuss latest trends and
developments underpinning the post-2015
education agenda and Global Citizenship
Education; take stock of strategies and
achievements of the UNESCO Category 2
Centres in Education in the post-2015 global
education and development agenda; introduce
key concepts, transformative pedagogies and
good practices of GCE; collect advice and
suggestions from the UNESCO Category 2
Centres in Education on the promotion of GCE
in global education beyond 2015; and identify a
collective action plan among the Centres for the
post-2015 education and GCE.

Dr. Lucio Sia, SEA CLLSD Incoming Executive Director (center),
is joined by colleagues during the 7th International Policy
Dialogue Forum.
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Finally, on 15 to 19 December 2014, Dr.
Lucio Sia, incoming Executive Director,
participated in the 7th International Policy
Dialogue Forum held in Rabat, Morocco. The
theme of the meeting, “Teachers in Post-2015
International Education Agenda: What Policies,
Practices and Tools for Teacher-related
Targets?” was attended by some 150
international partners and stakeholders
involved in teacher policy and education. The
forum was organized conjointly by Morocco's

Ministry of National Education and Continuing
Education (Ministère de l'Education Nationale et
de la Formation Professionnelle du Royaume du
Maroc), the International Task Force on Teachers
for Education for All, and UNESCO. This
resulted, among others, in the adoption of
concrete actions to be pursued at country,
regional and international levels with a view to
achieving the teacher-related targets in the post2015 international education agenda.

Consultations on, Review
and Monitoring of UNESCO
Standard-Setting Instruments
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Consultations on, Review and Monitoring
of UNESCO Standard-Setting Instruments

O

ne of PH NatCom's core functions is to
monitor UNESCO Standard-Setting
instruments in the country. Every year, the PH
NatCom coordinates with the country's
concerned agencies for education, science and
technology, social sciences and the humanities,
culture, and communication and information to
keep the country abreast with its adherence to
UNESCO standard-setting-instruments, which
comes in the form of international conventions/
agreements, recommendations, or declarations
across UNESCO's five fields of competence.
PH NatCom will release during the first
quarter of 2015, a publication entitled
Handbook on the Philippines' Engagement in
UNESCO Standard-Setting Instruments. The
Handbook will serve as reference to UNESCO's
normative instruments, which altogether total
30 Conventions, 47 Recommendations, and 16
Declarations. To date, the Philippines has
ratified 10 Conventions.
In 2014, PH NatCom started working on the
ratification of two (2) UNESCO Conventions,
i.e. the Convention on the Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions and the
Convention on the Protection of Underwater
Cultural Heritage. It provided commentaries
from related agencies on four (4) instruments
which UNESCO proposes to update, namely:
the 1974 Recommendation on the Status of

Scientific Researchers; Adoption of the new
World Anti-Doping Code's Annex 11; 1980
Recommendation concerning the Status of
Artist; and the 1976 Recommendation on the
Development of Adult Education. It submitted
country inputs concerning five (5) proposed
instruments that will be discussed and or
adopted at the forthcoming 38th Session of the
UNESCO General Conference, i.e.
Recommendation on the Protection of Various
Aspects of the Role of Museums and Collections;
Recommendation concerning Technical and
Vocational Education and Training; Asia-Pacific
Convention on the Recognition of Higher
Education Qualification; Recommendation of
the Safeguarding of the Memory of the World
(MOW): Preservation of and Access to
Documentary Heritage in the Digital Age; and
the Implementation of 37 C/ Resolution 52 on
internet-related issues, including access to
information and knowledge, freedom of
expression, privacy, and ethical dimensions of
the information society. It functioned as a
recommending agency to the Department of
Finance on tax exemptions of educational
materials through the implementation of the
UNESCO Florence Agreement/Agreement on
the Importation of Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Materials, with Annexes A to E and
Protocol annexed 1950.
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A ction taken

1

Science and
Technology

Updating the 1974
Recommendation of the St atus
of Scientific Researchers (37
C/ Resolution 40)

Commentaries were received
from the National Academy of
Science and Technology and
NatCom Science and
Technology Committee.

2

Social and Human
Sciences

Adoption of the World AntiDoping Agency's new
Therapeutic Use Exemptions
Standards (Annex I I of the
International Convention
against Doping in Sport)

The Philippines, as signat ory to
the Convention, through the
Philippine Sports Commission,
concurred with the amended
standards.

3

Culture

Proposed Ratification of the
2005 Convention on the
Protection and Promotion of
the Diversity of Cultur al
Expressions

An inter-agency meeting was
held at the National
Commission for Culture and
the Arts. Certificates of
Concurrence from concerned
agencies were forwarded DFA's
UNIO unit.

4

Proposed Ratification of the
2001 Convention on the
Protection of Underwater
Cultural Heritage

Discussed with the National
Museum the possibility of t he
Convention's ratification.

5

Proposed Recommendation on
the Protection of Various
Aspects of the Role of
Museums and Collections

Commentaries were gathered
from the National Museum and
were conveyed to UNESCO
Headquar ters, thr ough t he
PermDel.

6

Implementation of UNESCO
Florence Agreement/
Agreement on the Importation
of Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Materials, with
Annexes A to E and Protocol
annexed 1950

Processed 567 requests for tax
exemption.

7

Updating the 1980
Recommendation concerning

The National Commission for
Culture and the Arts and the
Cultural Center of the
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No
8

Sector

A ction taken

Updating the 1976
Recommendation on the
Development of Adult
Education

Commentaries and
recommendations were
solicited from the Department
of Education.

9

Proposed Recommendation
concerning Technical and
Vocational Education and
Training

Commentaries and
recommendation were solicited
from the Technical Education
and Skills Development.

10

Proposed Asia-Pacific
Convention on t he Recognition
of Higher Education
Qualification

Commentaries from the
Commission on Higher
Education were conveyed to
UNESCO Headquar ters,
through PermDel.

Proposed Recommendation of
the Safeguarding of the
Memory of the World (MOW):
Preservation of and Access to
Documentary Herit age in the
Digital Age

Commentaries from the
National Library of the
Philippines and the National
Archives of the Philippines were
conveyed to the UNESCO
Headquar ters, thr ough t he
PermDel.

Implementation of 37 C/
Resolution 52 on internetrelated issues, including access
to information and knowledge,
freedom of expr ession,
privacy, and ethical
dimensions of the information
society

Commentaries from the
Information and
Communications Technology of
the Department of Science and
Technology were convey ed to
the UNESCO Headquarters,
through the PermDel

11

12

Education

Standard-Setting Instrument

Communication
and Information

